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INDIAN LAC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
NAMKUM, RANCHI, BIHAR

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1959.60

ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL

Geneyal - On the retirement of Dr. S. V. Puntambekar on 31-3-59, Dr. S. Krishna-
swami, Entomologist, took over as officiating Director and continued in that _capacity
for the whole yeai ( 1959 60 ). Dr. Krishnaswami also took over as officiating Secretary
of the trndian Lac Cess Committee on 28-3-60.

ization oi the Institute, only partially carried out in the pre-
viou completed with the appointment of the Organic Chemist for
the d Arboricultural Officer for the Arboricultural Section.

, Important nerv development during the year include--the -{ormal^inaguration of the
Production Unit as part of the Chemistry Di ision with effect from 1-9-59, and the start-
ing on an experimenlal basis of a French Polishing. Demonstration cum Publicity-Unit at
nilni in co-oieration with a private firm: the unit is meant to induce the habit of having

t internal corisumption of lac. In addition,
um ), and a new Field Research Station at

inter alia, is to asses the diftculties in
. region and evolve through field expeii-

eg1on.

On the cultivation research side Moghania macrophylla has been finally established
as a very useful alternative host for raising husrui lac and already_ this species is being
propagated on a large scale in all the brood farms and experimental areas.

Genetical studies have been initiated during the year and progeny of irradiated in-
sects are under observation. Also crosses between rangeeni and husuci strains have been
effected. Further progress has also been made on the study of the feeding habits of the
lac insects in an attempt to artificially rear the lac insects.

In researches on the Chemistry side, two results stand out as being of particular inter-
est one, a method of assessing the resin-content of sticklac, which has been already pass-
ed on io Testing Laboratories for adoption, an{ the other, a quick method of determining
the hot alcohol-insolubles (H.A.L) in lac, which has reduced the time of determination
from two to three days to barely four hours.

Exlyi.bits and Exhibitions-Requests for exhibits of lac and lac products for display
at exhibitions, sholv rooms, Vijnan Mandirs, Museums, etc., were received from 26 parties
and these were supplied.

Exhibits were also sent to the following foreign exhibitions or trade fairs:

1. Chicago Fair, U.S.A.

2. Brno International Trade Fair, Czechoslovakia,

3. Frankfurt International Autumn Fair, West Germany.

4. Canadian National Exhibition, Canada'

5. Zagreb International Fair, Yugoslavia'



From lst July 1959, the sending of exhibits to and trade fairs has
been taken over by the Shellac Export Promotion

The Institute participated in the World Agricultural Fair, New Delhi, where a stall
in the I.C.A.R. Pavilion, was arranged displaying lac and lac products in collaboration
with the Shellac Export Promotion Council. The display was very much appreciated by
visitors.

The Institute also participated in the following exhibitions during the year:
1. Sikh Educational Conference Exhibition, Patna.
2. Sriniketan Exhibitbn, Bolepur.
3. Agricultural Exhibition cum Vikash Mela, Khunti.
4" Palandu Exhibition, Palandu ( Ranchi ).
5. Kisan Mela, Khijri ( Namkum ).
6. Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition, Purulia, West Bengal.
7. Bihar State Khadi and Industrial Exhibition, Ranchi.

Visitors - As usual, the Institute continued. to attract numerous visitors all the vear
round. There were a large number of students and trainees from career colleges 

-and

Government Institutions, as also some important oftcials and a nurnber of foreigners.
A few deserving special mention were:

1. Sri Y. N. Sukthanker, Governor of Orrisa.
2, Mr. R. H. Tedjokusumo, a delegate to Asia Pacific Forestry Commission, New

Delhi.
3. Mr. E. W. Massey, Ranchi Agricultural College, Kanke.
4. Mr. M. R. Mundoch, Sydney, Australia.
5. Mr. & Mrs. Orion Woolrey, U.S.T.C.M. U.niversity of Missouri, U.S.A.
6. Dr. P. B. Sarkar, Director, Technological ( Jute ) Research Laboratories, Calcutta.
Z.Dr. V. Cadambe, Director, Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute

( C.S.I.R.), Durgapur (West Bengal ).
8. Major Sethi, Military Education Department.
9. Shd S. Bunnag, Information Oftcer, F;A.O., Regional Office for Asia and the Far

East, Bangkok.

The President, Indian Lac Cess Committee, Dr. J. S. Patel, visited the Institute in
February 1960. The following members of the Indian Lac Cess Committee also visited the
Institute: Dr. L..C. Verman, Dr. S. L. Kapur, Sarvashri B. L. Singh, D. Mukherjee,
B. L. Jaiswal, Gandharpanath Shahdeo, Sita Ram Singh, S. R. Rao, K. K:, Kundu and
C. R. B. Menon.

Roads and Buil'ilings-Annual repairs to roads and buildings were carried out by
the C.P.W.D., as usual.

Water su/ply-The over-head tank, which as reported last year has badly deteri-
orated, is still in service: a detailed plan for its replacement awaits implementation by
the C.P.W.D-

Library -The number of books and bound volumes of journals accessioned.during
the period was 270. In addition, some 40 miscellaneous scientific publications and re-
ports were also received.

The Institute mailed and distributed to various parties in India and abroad over
2,000 publications and reports of its own including propaganda literature, and sold some
35 publications.
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ENTOMOLOGY DIVISION
(Dr. S. Krishnasrvami, Entomologist )

I-GENERAL

Introd'uction-Progress was maintained during the year on all the research items
under investigation both at the main Laboratory, Namkum and at the Regional Field
Research Stations. A Third Regional Field Research Station was opened lowards the
close of the year at Mirzapur in U.P. for work on ghont, palas and ber. 

- 
For the first time,

genetical research on the lac insect through crosses and induced mutations through ir-
radiations with the object of evolving superior strains of the lac insect was initiated. - 

Also
PlrYsiological studies.were intensified and some progress rvas made in an attempt to grow
the lac insect artificially.

Staff-Towards the later half of the year, all the posts of Research Assistants were
filled while a few posts of Junior Research Assistants continued to remain vacant. All
the newly recruited stafi were given the basic training in lac cultivation research.

Season -The weather conditions for all the four lac crops during the year rvere favour-
able. The summer of 1959 being comparatively mild, there u'as betler biood survival and
h9!99 " big Kathi 1959 crop which, in turn, is expected to produce a bumper Baisakhi
( 1959-60 ) crop.

The enemy insect infestation was somewhat mild in the Katki and tlie Aghani 1959-60
S€&SO[S;

IIA-RDSDARCH AND TNVESTTGATIONS

1. Iupnovrxc CRop Pnonucrrou oN Palas (Butea tnonosperma ) sv Penrr.tr, DEFoLTATToN

(i) Large-scale d.efoliation experiments at Kundri
As usual demonstration of lac cultivation on a large scale was carried out at the Kundri

forest where the trainees are given practical training in improved methods of lac culti-
vation. Besides the large-scale cultivation and the working out of economics, the effect
of large-scale partial defoliation on the preservation of broodlac is also demonstrated in
the summer crop.

The 1959 summer was fairly severe at Kundri and there tvas heavy mortality up to
90 per cent of the lac insects o-n an average.

The details of cropping operation and. the expenditure on cultivation are given in
Table I (Appendix A).

It may be seen that during the year a sum of Rs. 3,636.46 nP. was spent on the various
cultivation operations and a total revenue of Rs. 5,927.62 nP. was obtained.

(1i) Efect of partial d,efoliation o/ palas on brood preseruation

The experiment was continued for the second year in the 1958-59 Baisakhi season
with the same experimental layout, i.e. there were two treatments, namely (i) partial arti-
ficial defoliation and (ii) no defoliation ( control ) under randomized block desfn with 10
replications. In each plot there were 25 trees of which the central 5 trees served as the
experimental trees and the rest were border trees.

The crop data and the analysis of variance are presented in Table II ( Appendix A ).
It may be seen from the crop data that the ratio of brood used to brood yield was

1: 0'63 in the case of defoliation treatment as against 1: 0.50 in the case of control. The



corresponding figures of percentages of selected broodlac for defoliation and control treat-
ments were 31'16 and 14'86 respectively, showing that the defoliation treatment has been
helpful in the preservation of broodlac.

The crop data on the percentage of selected broodlac, and yield of broodlac were
statistically analysed and the treatments were found to be significantly different.

'Also mortality of the lac insects due to heat was assessed on two twigs selected at
random from each of the experimental trees at the time of crop harvest. The results are
summarized in Table III ( Appendix A ).

The results indicate that the percentage survival was 13.7 in the case of defoliation
treatment as against only 2'14 in the case of control.

2. PnprturwARy TRTALS oN THE Evorurto,.t on Cur,rrveuoN PRAcrrcES

With the object of evolving cultivation practices that will ensure self-sufficiency in
broodlac as also reduce the cost of cultivation, preliminary investigations were initiated
for the first time this year.

Five plans of operations are under trial and under each of these plans, 500 trees were
inoculated so that the crop perforrnance based on these large-scale trials could be compared.

Details of the plans are as follows:
Plan Nos.: I. Trees inoculated heavily without any defoliation, partially cropped

ari in Aprll and completely cropped in Oct.-Nov.
IL Trees inoculated heavily without any defoliation, partially cropped

in July and completely cropped in Oct.-Nov.
III. Trees inoculated very lightly, without any defoliation, allowed self-

infection in July and completely cropped in Oct.-Nov.
IV. Trees inoculated medium light, without any defoliation, allowed self-

infection in July and completely cropped in Oct.-Nov.
V. Trees inoculated medium light, after partial defoliation, partially

cropped in July and completely cropped in Oct.-Nov.
The crop data are sumrnarized in Table IV (Appendix A).
It may be seen that maximum lac crop was produced under Plan II, while maximum

broodlac was produced under Plan III. Hence, for best results, a suitable practice based
on both plans II and III will have to be devised.

3. Ecoxourcs or Uttttzlxc Palas ron Baisakhi Cnop oNlrr AND Ber (Zizypkus mauritiana)
pon K&tki Cnop

The ex.periment was conducted on ten trees with each of the two species of trees in
l};.e Baisq.khi 1958-59 as well as the Katki 1959 seasons at Namkum plantation for their
relative performance both as crop producer and as brood preserver.

The crop data are given in Table V (Appendix A ).
The results indicate that in the Baisahld season ber is better than palas as a crop pro-

ducer while palas is better than ber as a brood preserver. In the Kalki season however,
ber tvas found to be better than pal,as in either respect.

The above results are in conformity with the findings in the previous years.

4. CoupanerlvE PRESERvATToN oF BRooDLAC oN Ber ey Penrrel Pnuuruc BBronB
AND AFTER INr.ncTroT

The experiment statistically laid out in 1957-58 lvas continued for the second year
in the 1958-59 Baisakhi season. The treatments tried were: A-Partial pruning in



Oct.-Nov. before inoculation, B - Partial pruning in Dec.-Jan. after inoculation and
C - Control. There were ten replications with one tree under each treatment, so that
a total of thirty trees was requireh. The layout adopted is randomized block design,

The crop data are given in Table VI ( Appendix A ).
The brood yields were very poor and in good number of cases no yield of broodlac was

obtained. Hence the crop yield data could not be statistically analysed. Howevei, it
may be seen in a general way that the pruning treatments before or after inoculation
appear to be slightly better than the control, although in previous years no beneficial
effect of the pruning was in evidence.

5. FrNrrNc oF, AND Tnrers AS, BRooD PnBsenvpns oN LAC Hosrs r.on Bqisakhi Cnop
INcrulrNc CBnrerr.i Ficus and Albizzia SpBcrBs AND ALSo Tnrars oN Hosrs Srurran
To THOSE FouNp IN THAILAND

In the Baisakhi 1958-59 season, the following different species of trees were inoculated
with palas broodlac with the object of finding out suitable hosts as brood preservers:

5 trees
3 trees
3 trees
3 trees

Albizzia. lebbeh
Albizzia stipulata
Ficus glomerata
Ficus gl,abell,a

The first two species took larval settlement fairly well and the larvae thrived satis-
factorily till the first moult; after which however, there was almost complete mortality.

Similarly nearly 80 per cent of the shoots of the Ficus species also took larval settle-
ment quite well. Although initial mortality was low, the insects died in large numbers
later on, finally resulting in very poor crop yields.

6. PnopBn TruB op HenvnsrrNc ron MexurlrzrNc YrELD

The large-scale experiment on palas, stafted in 1956-57, was continued for the third
year in the Baisakhi t958-59 season with the same four treatments as in past years,
namely:

I. Initial heavy inoculation and ari cutting in April.
IL Initial heavy inoculation and ari cutting in May.

III. Initial heavy inoculation and cropping at maturity.
IV. Initial light inoculation after partial defoliation and cropping at maturity.
The crop data are given in Table VII (Appendix A ).
A comparison of the crop yields clearly shows that increased yields were obtained

when the crop was harvested ari in April or May and not at maturity. In spite of a
higher percentage of driage in the case of avi lac, the ultimate yield ratio is better fot ari
cutting in April or May. These results are generally in conformity rvith those of pre-
vrous years.

7. DBrBnIuruATIoN oF Oprruuu DnNsrry oF LARVAL SBttrnurryr oN VARrous Hosrs

The experiment is being conducted on palas and kusum (Schleichera oleosa) since
t957-58, in the Katki season f.or palas and Jeth,wi and Aghani seasorls for husum. To
ascertain the optimum quantity of broodlac required for inoculations of these hosts in
the different seasons, three brood rates under three treatments are being tried as follows:

Treatments: A- Half the normal requirements of brood.
B - 

*Normal requirements of brood.
C - Double the normal requirements of brood.

*Normal brood rate is taken as the quantity required to give satisfactory settlemeot over 25 times
the length of broodlac sticks used for inoculation.
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The layout of the experiment was randomized block design with ten replications,
the number of trees per plot being one.

The experimental results and the conclusions drawn therefrom are summarized below
crop-w$e:

Kathi 1959 crop on Pal'as - The trees took satisfactory crop inoculations but there
was considerable initial mortality due to the shoots being not quite suitable. There was
also further mortality later on due to the attack of predators and parasites, so that ultimate
crop yield were poor.

The crop data and results of stick examination are shown in Tables VIII and IX
( Appendix A ).

Concl,usion- Statistical analysis of crop data ( yield of scraped lac ) shows that the
treatments are signif,cantly difierent. Treatment C is superior to A and B which between
themselves are not significantly different.

From the stick examination results it is clear that percgntage lawal mortality is re-
duced as the density of larval settlement increases. Similarly the percentage of males in
the crop also increases with the increase in the density of larval settlement. These results
confirm the previous findings.

Jethui 1959 crop on husilm - The progress of crop was not quite satisfactory
right from the beginning. Initially, the larval settlement was comparatively poor, later
there was an attack of. Chrysopa species with the result that the crop yields were rather
poor.

The crop yield data as well as the results of stick examination are furnished in Tables
X and XI (Appendix A).

Conclusion - The yield of scraped lac was statistically analysed a-nd the treatments
were observed to be different. It was seen that treatment C differs sigrrificantly from treat-
ments A and B which between themselves do not difier significantly.

Results of stick examination confirm again the previous findings, namely, decreased
larval mortality and increased male percentages at denser settlements.

Aghani 1959-60 crop on husutn - The crop inoculation was carried out successfully
and aIl the shoots of the experimental trees were properly covered with larval settle-
ment. The crop, however, suffered to some extent owing to predatory enemy insect
attack.

The crop yield data as well as the results of stick examination are given in Table XII
and XIII (Aipendix A ) respectively.

Conclusion - Statistical analysis of the yield figures ( scraped lac ) shows that the
Treatment C differs significantly from A, while A and B as also B and C do not differ signi-
ficantly between themselves.

The results of stick examination again show the same trends as in the previous two
experiments.

8. DBrBnruruATroN oF Oprruuu Dswsrrv oF LARvAL Snrrrpuprr AND PRoPER TIME
oF HARvESTTNG FoR l\{exrlrrzrxc YrBrl ott Palas rN THE Baisakbi Spesor

The two factors, namely the three difierent brood rates and the three different times
of harvest have been combined in this experiment on palas in.the Baisakhi 1958-59
season, so that a total of nine treatments is under comparison. There were four
replications with one tree under each treatment and laid out under randomized block
desiga.



The experimental details are as follows:

Treatrnents

Times of haraesting and brood, rates

1. Reaping ari in April and half the normal
brood rate

2. Reaping ari in April and normal brood rate
3. Reaping ari rn April and double the normal

brood rate
4. Reaping ari in May and half the normal

brood rate
5. Reaping ari in May and normal brood rate
6. Reaping ari in May and double the normal

brood rate
7. Reaping at maturity and half the normal

brood rate
8. Reaping at maturity and normal brood rate
9. Reaping at maturity and double the normal

brood rate

Replication No. of trees Total No
per plot of trees

x+ x I - 36

l
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

J

The crop data and statistical analysis of the same are furnished in Table XIV ( Appen-
dix A ). The results of stick examination are shorvn in Table XV (Appendix A I

Conclusion - Statistical analysis of the yield figures shorvs that both the times of
harvest and brood rates difier significantly amongst themselves. As regards the brood
rate, the three brood rates, namely '' hatf normal ', '' normal ' and ' double normal ' differ
significantly from each other.

Stick examination results under this experiment also confirm the findings that in-
creased rates of larval settlement tend to reduce the natural mortality whiie the male
percentage tends to increase with the increased density of larval settlement.

9. Gnowrrc or Lec Cnops UnoBn Cnop ann Busn CoxorrroNs

During the year trials were conducted'mainly with arhar (Cajanus cajan) as a crop
and Moghania macrofhyll,a and Albizzia luciila as bushes.

(i) Under crop conditioz-During Jethwi 1959 crop season, husum strain was tried for
the first time on arhar plants. The initial larval settlement and development were quite
satisfactory and the crop progressed well from January to April. From April onwards
irrigation was resorted to to prevent wilting of plants but, in spite of the irrigation, large
number of plants started drying up being unable to stand the summer heat. Out of 260
plants inoculated, only 104 survived, giving a brood to brood ratio of l:0'52 and a brood
to yield ratio of l:2.I2.

The small quantity of brood obtained was used to inoculate arhar in the Aghani
1959-60 season, but a very heavy parasite and predator attack completely destroyed
the lac crop.

(i1) Under bush conilition - Moghania macroPhylla having been established as a success-
full alternative host for cultivating the husmi lac, further experiments on its inoculation
with the progeny bred continuously on it as also progeny alternated wit}r kusum were
done. Observations made on the growth of the bushes indicated that the shoots mainly
grow between March and September. Further the bushes were ready for inoculation with
suitable shoots one year after the previous harvest.

*



s in all the
). It may
ghani crop
and hence

the crop yields were somewhat poor. T}:.e lethwi crop suffered due to severe initial larval
mortality and poor larval settlement.

Cross infections -Moghania mauophylla
on the inoculation of
The development anc
dator attack interfered with the final yield. Small quantity of brood obtained was again
used to inoculate the Moghania bushes and the resulting crop was found to maintain the
characteristics of the kusmi strain, in respect of the crop durations and morphological
appearance of the lac cells and encrustations.

Bushes inoculated with rangeeni
and kustni and they carried success-
ful crops. A).

It may be seen that Albizzia lucid.a can be developed as a suitable alternative host
for kusmi strain to raise the Jetkwi crops.

10. Cournor op Eneurps or Lec Dunruc SronacB nv UsB or lusncrrcroBs

The
sakhi ( 1

similar'o
soon aft
ed and control lots were caged and emergence of insects recorded daily till emergence
ceased.

Insecticides:

Dusts

mixed with lac in the ratio of 1: 100.

Wettable powders and. emwlsion concentrates

per cent I
0 per cen I

percentISprayedat0.lpercentstrength'
per cent ate )

Fwmigants

Ethylene dibromide at 600 c.c. per 1,000 c.ft. 'l D_,_^
Trychlorethylene at 1| lb. for t,oo I i.tt. j> r'xposeo lor +d nours'

Table XVIII ( Appendix A ) records the data on the emergence of insects frorn thb
control and treated lots.

The results show that effebtive
the predators, Ekatox 2 pe Aldrex 5
more efiective than others. found to
controlling the enemy insects under storage conditions.

*



11. SunvBv or Lec ENBrrlrBs eNo THBrn Panasrrps

(a) Caging stud.y

- During the year under report a few samples from the various field areas were caged
and f,rom armong the insect emergences, four species of insects probably new, have been
recorded. These will be identified in due course.

(b) Non-insect enemies (bird.s, squirrels and, other rodents)

Towards the maturity of the Aghani ( 1959-60 ) crop, considerable damage to matur-
ing lac from birds and rodents like squirrels was in evidence. The damage increased and
continued to be more severe to the broodlac used on trees for inoculation, and this inter-
fered with the inoculation. The extent of damage to broodlac sticks was, therefore, asses-
sed at the time of phunhi removal on a sample basis. The entire lot of brood bundles
from six trees in each of the four plots selected at random in four blocks was examined to
find out the length of lac encrustation damaged by these non-insect'agencies : it was
observed that as much as 53'6 per cent of the length of the brood sticks had been damaged.

12. BrorocrcAr, CoNTRoL oF INSEcrs ENEMTES

(a) Life-history studies and. d,eaeloping breed.ing techniques

Work on Apanteles tachard,iae and Peyisierola pulveriae having been completed, atten-
tion was paid to the life-history study of Apanteles fakhrullrajiae, another Braconid para-
site of Holcocera pulaeria. The breeding technique follor,ved r,vas the same as that deve-
Ioped for Apanteles tachardiae and the parasites are being reared at 26"-27"C. and 70-80
per cent R.H. After several initial attempts the parasites were made to accept Corcyra
cephal,onica as an aLternative host and from December onwards it could be bred artificial-
ly in the laboratory. From the studies so far made it was observed that the development
period from the egg laying to adult emergence varied from month to month. The- num-
ber of females bred also declined towards March. These figures are given in Table XIX
( Appendix A ).

(b) Mass breeding oI Bracon greeni and Apanteles tachaydiae

Bracon greeni - The mass breeding technique developed in the past having failed in
the laboratory for the last few years attempts were made to improve the existing technique.
In that connection, different foods and different alternative hosts were tried but without
much success. However, supply of honeydew excreted by the lac insects, as food for the
parasites, appeared to give some encouraging results as these parasites ovi-posited in the
laboratory when so fed.

(c) Large-scale liberation in the f,eld, and, estimation of the effect of the liberation

The large-scale field experiment on the biological control of predatory enemy insects
is in progress since the Jethui 1958 crop. There are four treatments in all as follows:

Treatrnents: A-Release of Apanteles tachq.rd,iae alone.
B - Release of Bracon greeni alone.
C - Combined release of. Apanteles tachardiae and B. greeni.
D - No release ( control ).

There are five replications and the experimental layout is in randomized block design.
Each plot contains 24 trees separated from the other plot by at least two furlongs so that
there may not be interference from inter-plot flights by the released parasites. The
trees in a plot are subdivided into four coup6s of six trees each and are exploited for culti-
vation one by one every season by rotation.

Due to diffrculties in rearing B. greeni in large numbers, the liberation of parasites was
confined to A. tqchard.iae only. During Jetkwi ( 1959 ) crop only 2,06+ ( 1.,165 males and

10



899 females ) were released, because the breeding rate at the laboratory was poor due to
extreme heat condition and the air-conditioning unit going out of order quite often. How-
ever, in th.e Aghani ( 1959-60 ) season, the breeding rate was considerably stepped up and
as many as 13,089 parasites ( 8,408 males and 4,681 females ) were released.

The crop yield data for the two crops are given in Table XX ( Appendix A ).
It may be seen that no perceptible difference in the yield figures is in evidence due to

the release of. Apanteles lachardiae.

Besides the yield, lac stick samples were also periodically collected and carefully
examined in the laboratory for assessing the effects of parasite releases, but no significant
difference in the populations of the enemy insects or the beneficial insects or in the extent
of damage could be detected.

13. Roemuc Lac IusBcrs THRoucH Anrrrrcrer FBBorNc

The work on artificial feeding of the lac insect was initiated in June-July 1957 for
the first time by trying to make the lac larvae feed on whole sap of the lac hosts. Both
artificial substrates and severed portions of the bark of tble Palas tree were used as the base
to settle the lac larvae on. While the insects lived and secreted lac for about three weeks
on the bark in contact with plant sap, the attempts did not succeed on other artificial
substrate base. There s'as considerable interference due to feimentation of the sap.

Simultaneously the feeding mechanism of the insect was also studied for a better
understanding of the mode of feeding so that suitable artificial feeding technique could
be devised.

The work which could not be pursued further due to lack of staff for some time, was,
however, taken up on an intensive scale from June-July 1959 onwards and continued in
Oct.-Nov. and Jan.-Feb. u'hen lac larvae became available.

Attempts were made to prevent the yeast fermentation as also to find a suitable sub-
strate for settling the larvae.

Phenol, mercuric chloride, salicylic acid, acetic acid and potassium metabisulphite
were tried at strengths of 0.01, 0'06 and 0'1 per cent for the prevention of fermentation.
These were successful only in delaying fermentation by two days beyond the usual dura-
tion of two or three days, during the monsoon period. Salycilic acid was found to be
best of all the preservatives tried.

Pith and blotting paper coated with a thin layer of wax and also sponge rubber coated
on the surface with wax lvere tried as substrates for settling larvae. But none of these
worked and attempts to rear the insects artificially on whole sap failed, although the lac
larvae thrust their proboscis into the substrates offered. Attempts were, therefore, once
again made to verify the previous observations made in 1957 whether the ins
independently without the help of the living plant. Pieces of bark and even
ed twigs were used to settle the larvae and t r feed. It was observed that the
feed on the reserve food material available in the plant tissues, independently of the liv-
ing plant, and in the case of green twigs which were kept moistened by dipping both ends
in water to prevent the early drying of the twigs, the larvae could develop healthily up to
the period of male emergence, i.e. for ten weeks.

The above studies finall17 established beyond doubt that the insects can feed indepen-
dently of the living plant eLnd that artificial rearing is possible if suitable alternative food
could be found.

Besides the above, certain other interesting facts also came to light. The larval morta-
lity was observed to be much lou'er in the case of larvae developing on such severed twigs
than on the living plants which show active growth, confirming our findings relating to the
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density of larval settlement and its relation to larval mortality. Further, this is a good
laboratory technique for rearing lac insects without much larval mortality up to the stage
of male emergence. This will be taken advantage of to study the effect of food on the sex,
ratio in developing lac crops.

14. GouBrrcar, SruDrES oN THE Lec Iwsncrs

(l) Irrad.iation stud.ies on the lac insect witk lhe object of eaoluing a suferior-quality
rnutant slrain.

The work was initiated rn the Jethui 1959 season by having a kwsurn sapling inoculated
with lac insects exposed to gamma rays in April at the Cobalt field of the Bose Institute,
Calcutta. Due to a strong dose, the entire population of lac insects died on the sapling.

In the Katki 1959 season again, rangeeni strain of lac insects settled on two potted
plants was irradiated ones again at the Bose Institute from 18-8-59 to 21-8-59. One
plan-t received a dose of t,l66r which killed all the insects and even the plant was affected.
The second plant received a dose ol l30r and survived with no apparent damage. to lac
insects and the plant. The surviving lac insects were under observation but they could
not reach crop matudty, as all of them were attacked by parasitic enemies and died with-
in a month of irradiation.

In the Jetlnti 1960 season, however, instead of inoculated plants, maturing broodlac,
cut two to three weeks prior to larval emergence, was got irradiated with varying doses of
gamma rays from Cobalt 60 ranging from 10Or to 5,000r at the nuclear reactor in the U.S.
Pavilion, World Agricultural Fair, New Delhi on 28-t2-59.

The doses tried were 100r, 200r, 3001 40Or, 500r, 7,000r, 1,500r, 2,000r, 3,500r and
5,000r. Three nine-inch long healthy broodlac sticks were selected for each dose.and three
untreated broodlac sticks were kept to serve as control. The control and treated brood-
lac sticks were used to inoculate Moghania macrophyl,la bushes on 3-1-60.

The following observations were made: Doses up to 500r did not appear to afiect the
larval emergence from the treated brood sticks. There was gradual reduction in the larval
emergence with further increase in the dosage. In the case of 3,500r treatment, only
seven lac larvae emerged which also died soon after settlement. There was no emergence
at all from 5,0002 treatment.

The development of the insects also appeared to be somewhat slower.

(ii) Cross hreed,ing of the rangeeni and, tke kusmi strains

First attempts were made in the Katki ( 1959 ) season to efiect crosses between the
rangeeni and the kusrni strains with the object of improving the quality of the rangeeni
strain. Crosses were effected with insects developing on potted plants, by crossing rangeeni
females tnth husmi males.' Only three insects finally survived and three potted plants
were inoculated with the F progeny. The Baisakhi crop is still in course of development.

In the Baisakhi season, again further crosses were made in the field on a large scale
by getting rangeeni females mated wit}r hwsmi males on 36 shoots of palas trees at the
Institute plantation. The crossed females are continuing to develop normally.

IIB-REGIONAL FIDLD RESEARCH STATIONS

1. Juerle (Wnsr Borvcer )

(i) General: The field area was fenced and further developed by clearing bushes, etc.

(ii) Research

(a) Inuestigations on tke spurious etnelgerrce of lac laruae

*
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With a view to ascertain the causes of spurious untimely emergence of lac larvae,
the following mixed and cross inoculations are being tried on husurn trees:

A - Inoculation of trees with kusum ( pure strain ) brood.
B - Inoculation with ber brood.
C - Inoculation with palas brood,
D - Mjxed inoculation of ber and husum brood in equal proportions.
E - Mixed inoculation of. palas and husum brood in equal proportions.

,- During the Jethui 1959 season, the progeny from E treatment from the Aghani ( 1953-
59 ) crop was used to inoculate one tree. The rest oI the trees under the bbove treat-
ments were inoculated with husum brood. Regular observations were made on the pro-
gress of crop as also for any early larval emergence. Periodical examination of lac slick
samples were also carried out.

There was no early larval emergence in this season anywhere. The crop showed sorne
hea-t mortality in May i959. The crop was satisfactory and a brood to-field ratio of
7:2.67 was obtained.

For the Aghani 1959-60 crop, howeve.r, all the inoculations under the various treat-
ments could'be made. There were eight trees under each of the treatments A, D and E,
and only fi,ve.trees.under each of the treatments B and C. It was generally observed that
cross inoculation with ber and pal,asbrood either alone or mixed vith kusum brood resulted
in the larvae dying out in large numbers at the initial stage itself.

rop on

"""J#:
almost

tting that this phenomenon is directly related
to seasonal conditions and not due to mixtures or cross inoculations. Some of ihe trees
showing vigorous emergence necessitated the harvest being undertaken in October itself.
Wherever there was only limited _partial emergence, the trees were left uncropped which
showed regular larval emergence in December ( 17th December 1959 ). 

-

Attemp early emerging brood as a pure strain and crops
were raised d. The resulting crop progressed well and attain-
ed maturity though the brood survival was very poor.

Exami was carried out to assess the extent of maturitv
among the letely mature embryos. It was lound that the
percentage maturity ranged from 2 to 12.3 per cent.

(b) Alternatiue lac kosl,s -for the kusmi stra:in

lia, Ficus ittfecto-
one set of experi-
on the new hosts
of both yreld and

The crop data are furnished in Tables XXI and XXII (Appendix A).

2. Deuon (Meouve Pnanesn)

(i) Research

(a) Reslonse o/ ghont. (Zizyph'uLs xylopyra ) to pruning

- The experiment laid out last year for evolving suitable pruning methods for rais-
ing Kathi and Baisahhi crops on ghont werc continued.
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Details are as follows:

Kathi crop ( 1959 )
Treatments: A-Pruning in 1st week of December \ Exploited

B - Pruning in 2nd week of February f every year
C - Pruning in 2nd week of May \ Exploited in
D - Pruning in 2nd week of May ..;[ alternate year

Number of trees under each treatment: Five comoarable trees.
Number of replications: Ten.
Layout: Randomized replicated block design.

Baisahhi crop ( 1958-59 )

Treatments: A-Pruning in the second week of April.
B - Pruning in the third week of April-May.

Number of trees under each treatment: Five comparable trees.
Number of replications: Ten.
Layout: Randomized and replicated block design.

After pruning, ten trees under each treatment were kept under observation and the
shoots developed from them were measured at fortnightly intervals.

The results obtained are summarized below:
Katki crop 1959 - For the Katki 1959 crop ( inoculation in July 1959 ), the growth

of shoots by the time of inoculation in the three treatments was as follows:
Trees pruned in December 1958 put forth buds by the 3rd week of January 1959, i.e.

three weeks after pruning and ultimately produced 28 primaries and 187 secondaries and
numerous tertiaries. In the case of trees pruned in February 1959, i.e. two months later
the buds appeared by 1st week of March 1959, i.e. approximately two weeks after pruning
and a week earlier than those pruned in December 1958; these buds developed into primary
shoots averaging 32 per tree with 226 secondaries and nearly as many tertiaries.

On the other hand from trees pruned in May 1958 buds appeared very late, i.e. about
five' weeks after pruning and developed into primaries which gave rise to secondaries.
ffsryever, from May-pruned trees, much longer and more numerous shoots developed which
did'not give rise to any tertiaries although these shoots were the oldest.

The crop yield does not indicate at the present moment which treatment is the most
suitable.

Katki, 1960 - During the current year, pruning lor Katki coup6 in treatments A, B
and D has been done for raising Kathi 196O crop. In shoot growth they show the same
trend, details will be reported later.

Baisahhi crop 1958-59 - Following pruning in April and May 1958, inoculation for the
Baisakhi crop was done in November 1958 a d the crop was harvested in July 1959.

Almost an equal number of shoots was put forth by the trees under both the treat-
ments in the case of trees pruned earlier although the average length of primaries was less,
the ratio of yield of lac was better.

Table XXIII records the growth of shoots under different treatments dtxing Kathi
1959 and Baisakhi 1958-59.

Baisakhi crop 1959-60 - Pruning was done in April 1959 and May 1959. Up to
the time of inoculation in October 1959, more numerous shoots developed from those
pruned earlier, these shoots were also longer. It was observed that the condition of the
crop to be harvested in July 1960, was better in treatment A.

(b) Trials of regional, hosts to f.nd. owt their suitabil'ity to fortifu lac cultiaation on ghont
Under-mentioned species occurring locally were selected for trial as hosts, and preli-

minary experiments to grow t}re Kathi and the Baisahki crop have been planned on a

I
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small scale in which five trees of each species are to be used. Necessary pruning of
these trees was carried out with subsequent iloculation. The species selected are:
(l) patas, (2) ber, (3 ia sp. ) and_ (4) renja (Acacia l,eucophloea ). The
pru"ing scliedule of similar to that stated in section_.(i) (g) (-supra).
i{egulai observations larval settlement, survival, mortality, development
of insects, etc.

(c) Inaestigations on, the Preserualion' of broodlac

Following the preliminary trials carried out last year details of a layoqt on, the basis
of randomized block design for the experiment were worked out. The other details are
similar to those being followed at Namkum

Necessary pruning and inoculation have been carried out for the Baisakhi 1959-60
crop for all the three treatments A, B and C; only pruning has been carried out for Katki
1960 crop. There are 450 trees in all for the three cciup6s @ 150 for each coup6.

(d) Eaolwtion of a suit'able cultiaatiotx. lractice to be folloued fot ghont

A new experiment was initiated in the current year: the object is to take one full
Katki crop only in each year grown as a result of self-inoculation in June-July from the
preceding-Baisahhi crop. For this purpose 500 ghont trees in compartment No. 105 and
200 trees in compartment No. 109 have been kept apart.

(e) Comparison of performance betueen. tvees situated in. o'pen tr&cts and those in shaded.

areas al,ong tank bun'd's

Crop was raised in the shaded areas ( shade being provided by existing Teak plants )
and relatively open tracts (afforestation plot having no shade). The following observa-
tion wds made.

Baisakhi crop 1958-59-Three brood rates, viz. (1) normal (l:25 
-approximately1 kg. of brood per tree ), (2) medium ( 1: 50 - approximately I kg. of brood per tree ),

(3) light ( 1 : 100 - approximately I kg. brood per tree ) were tried.

The trees in open tracts produced more shoots than those in shaded areas, but more
and better crop was obtained from the latter areas. Maximum brood was obtained from
(1), i.e. from use of normal brood rates.

Katki crop 1959 - The same three brood rates as above were tried in this crop.

No dependable conclusion could be drawn; however, the trees in the open tract fared
better in crop production.

(11) Introd,uction of neu hosts for brootl lreseruation - Raising of exotic species:

In addition to Albizzia lucida and Ougeinia elalbergioides which were transplanted last
yeat, Moghania macrophylla, and Samania satna.n were raised in the nurseries during the
year and transplanted during the rainy season.

3. Mrnzepun (LTrrAR Pneorsn )

(i) General - The Third Regional Field Station, namely at Mirzapur, as part of
the Second Five Year Plan, started functioning from February 1960 when the office
and laboratory accommodation was secured. Prior to this the experimental field
area had been located and all the preliminaries connected with the marking, coup6-
ing, pruning, etc., had been carried out. Except trvo laboratory helpers, all the stafi
required foi the station were appointed during the vear. Equipments, etc., are being
provided.

The area itself, at some distance from the field headquarters, has three species of
hosts, viz. ghont, pal,as and ber in fair numbers.

*
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(ii\ Research -The following erperiments have been laid out:
(a) To study the resfonse o/ ghont to prwning to grou lac *ops and. systematic culti-

aation of lac on, th,is host

The layout based on randomized block design has been done by selecting 400 ghont
trees divided into three coup6s: Raisahhi coup6s I and III with 100 trees each and Katki
coup6 II with 200 trees.

Two different times of pruning have been decided upon to fincl out the proper time
for pruning which will result in maximum growth of in{ectable shoots f.or Baisakhi crop.
Thus the treatments A,and B rvill have pruning in April and May respectively. Each
treatment will be carried out on a unit of five trees with ten replications. The two Bai-
sahhi coupds will be exploited in alternate years.

Likewise in the Katki cotp6 to be exploited every year, the pruning treatments
will be slightly difterent, viz.

A - December pru'ing ) ro n" used everv vear.B-February pruning J '" "-
c - Y-"v pruning I ro u" used in alternate vears.D - May pruning J

Each treatment will be tried on fir'e trees as stated earlier and there are ten replica-
tions in each treatment..

The pmning as detailed above has been carried out and by the middle of March buds
appeared on trees pruned in February. Buds appearing from December pruning dried up.

(b) To determine the optimum rteniity of larztal settlement oz ghont

For this experiment two Baisahhl coup6s I and III and one Kathi corp| II having
150 trees in each have been formed and after necessary pruning inoculation will be carried
out with three brood rates on the same lines as described in Part II, para 7 f.or palas and
kwsum at Namkum.

Each treatment is applied on five trees with ten replications.

III-PLANTATION AT NAMKUM
' 

General maintenance of the plantation was looked after. Irrigation pipe lines laid
out last year were mainly used for irrigating the bush ctop, Moghania macrophylla. Regu-
lar weeding and hoeing rvere carried out to keep dowr the weeds and provide good soil
in a mulchecl condition. Pits have been prepared adjacent to our plantation nurseries
for planting Moghania macrophStlla in the coming rainy season and for manural and other
sylvi-cultural experiments during the coming year. Those pits which had been clug in
the husum plots last year, seeds of M. mauophylla werc sown during the rainy season of
the current year, the plants are growing well. It is expected that these plants will be
ready for inoculation in 1962.

A large number of seedlings of various lac hosts rvas raised in nurseries both for filling
up gaps iir the plantation ant for potting for experimental studies . Crotolaria saltiana
was also raised all the year round for a constant supply of its pod borer ( Etiella zinckenella )
for the laboratory breeding of parasites.

Termites, infesting the plantation area, u'ere kept do'wn by application of insecticides.

IV-TRAINING AND ADVISORY SERVICE
l. Training - During the year no new trainees joined.

In the begining of the year, four were on the roll - one of them was relieved in April,
and of the remaining three - two left in June, and the last one in early August after com-
pleting the course.

{
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- CHEMISTRY DIVISION

During the year under report work of the be carried on wi
ataff. Even so progress has been recorded that were under
grading and analysis, refining and manufactur studies such as

iution"and physiio-chemical investigations, as well as utilization, extension and technical
servlce.

1. Gnelruc eno ANervsrs

l.l Assay of the s in the standardization of lac in vari-
ous stages wis scienti for the determination of the resin con-
tent ofiand se stickla good by -the formu-
tat on acid value. of other factors such
as ion in a liquid unsuccessful ( Ind'ian
La RePort, 1958- 9, P. 26).

pendix 'C', a known weight of the sticklac
sieved and the residual u'ood, bark, etc',

is dissolved in 100 c.c. neutral alcohol, the
lear solution pipetted out and titrated against

standard decinorma-I alcoholic alkali. From the data obfained and the application of a

single factor, the resin content and seedlac yield are calculated'

simple an esults. Statistical analy-sis- of the results
wit owithat ned by this method and those obtained
by do not di

1.2 Determination of intpwrities' or
tant analytical data for lac for trade pur
insoluble in hot alcohol. The method at
to three days for c d 

hasly costly and have
nowbeenworkedo o f can

be completed in about four hours. The met

The results of 54 determinations by this new method as tvell a_s by the current
(u.s.s.I.A.) method (Appendix B, Table I ) were statistically analysed.

The method gave higher 19 cases

result in orl" 
""se.' 

The rlnge The ave

was 0.0306 and the S.D. of Ih 2'15166
ficant at 5 per cent level, that is, two methc ifferent r
ther batch 

^of 
samples is being examined for confirmation'

the total exports of lac fronr this country
ich goes to the United States. American
ach test which is the second most impor-

es ". The method currentlY in use is
he use of a 'itandard' seedlac obtain-

able from that organization or its representative and also.requires:Ug,hllY different.proce-
dures to be followed tot clitrerent giades. A " universal " method which also avoids the

a few
), 506-
ples of
rn the

cory in France. The results received, showed

on statistical analysis, wide variations ( from one laboratory to another ) except for

{
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those in India. The discrepancies were explained as due to difficulty in matching the
colour of the bleached lac solution against N/1000 iodine in a Dubosq colorimeter. One
of the suggestions made by more than one of the above laboratories was to use a photo-
electric colorimeter for the colour matching in place of a Dubosq colorimeter. The study
has been taken up.

2. RBrnqrxc AND MANUFAcTURE

2.1 lrnproued, method, of lac washing -The 
first step in the refining of sticklac into

seedlac and shellac is to wash the former with water to remove all water-soluble materials
including lac dye. A small amount of washing soda is generally used particularly when
the lac is dry, for easier removal of the dye. The Indian Lac Research Institute had deve-
loped an improved washing process making use _of caustic soda and borax and the Shel-
lac Export Promotion Council claimed to have developed another using ammonium oxa-
late ( private communication ). On the recommendations of the Committee a cornpara-
tive study was made of these two washing methods ais-d.-ais soda washing. Five lots each
of 17.5 kg. ( 20 seers ) were washed by each of the three processes and the yield of seedlac,
its bleach index and impurities determined in each case.

The results ( Appendix B, Table II ) showed that taking an average of the data, the
bleach index in the two cases under test were 5 c.c. lower than the soda-washed sample.
There was not much to choose as regards the yield. But whereas ammonium oxalate and
soda methods gave consistent and reproducible results-regarding bleach index, the
results varied widely in the case of the caustic soda-borax method.

This requires re-examination and further standardization which has been taken up.

Regarding the ammonium oxalate method it was suggested'that the method should
be applied to seedlac and not to sticklac during washing and that the seedlac should be
ground to pass through 20-30 mesh for the purpose. This was also tried, again ( ais-d-vis
soda washing ) under the same conditions. It was found that (i) a considerable amount
of dust ( namely 33 per cent ) was formed during the crushing of seedlac in the usual corn
crusher to make it pass through 14-30 mesh, (ii) the washing with both soda and ammo-
nium oxalate resulted in the lowering of bleach index by about 5 c.c. and if the dust had
not been sieved off, the loss in yield was also nearly the same. If the dust were removed,
holever, there was practically no loss in yield by the oxalate washing.

2.2 Bleaching of lac-As a result of investigations commenced in 1954 it has been
possible to determine conditions for the preparation of bleached lac of satisfactory keep-
ing qualities. Bleached lacs prepared according to this improved method generally keep
well for 9-12 months before showing any signs of deterioration such as slow filtration,
increased insolubles, etc. Bleached lac by this improved method is now being produced
regulariy in the newly established Production Unit of the Institute and sold to the pub-
lic, No complaint about quality has so far been received from practically any of over
seventy parties who have purchased the material from us during the past 8 months.

Attempts were made to improve the material, if possible, still further, particularly'
with regard to keeping qualities, ' life' and flow.

' 2.2.1 Keeping qual,ity - It had been reported ( /.2.R.1. Annual, Report, 1958-59 ) that
conducting the bleaching operation at 25"C. instead of the conventional 35'C. resulted
in an economy of about 20 per cent in the bleach liquor requirement and that the chlo-
rine content of the resulting bleached lac was also about 20 per cent less. It had also
been observed that the less the chlorine content the better the keeping quality of
bleached lac.

In order to see whether still lower temperatures would be of any advantage, the bleach-
ing operation was conducted at 15"C. and 8'C. It was found that the bleaching at these
Iower temperatures was extremely slow.. It took 43 hours and 109| hours respectively at

*
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these two temperatures as against about 10 hours at 25'C. and 7 hours at 35"C., besides,
there was no saving in bleach liquor requirement or reduction in the chlorine content of the
bleached lac produced. 25'C. would therefore appear to be the best temperature for the
bleaching operation.

2.2.2 - Although above,
improved satisfactory ties, th
and flow or. Typical only a
and most t those from do not
lac from kusmi seedlac flows only extremely slowly. To see whether these properties could
be improved in any way, samples were prepared with conditions changed one after the
other, such as the amount of soda used for the seedlac extraction and precipitation of lac
from the bleached solution portion-wise; (in addition the samples were alsosubjectedto
an after treatment with verv dilute sodium bicarbonate and caustic soda to remove the
last traces of chlorine and mineral acid, if any. None of the treatments produced the
desired result. Conducting the bleaching operation in the absence of light was also found
to be of no advantage (Appendix B, Table III ).

The use of other antichlors and also of bleach liquor of different free alkalinities (/H )is being investigated.

, t Jor the of bleached lac - Some of the units of the bleach-
ed output out 40 kg. per day ) which was on order were
rec year un Two of them were put into use.

_ (i) lne has been put to use was found to be capable of handling
5 to 1O kg. nding upon the moisture content of the bleached lac. Th;
operation re minutes. The moisture content of the centrifuged bleached
lac {ep_ende9 }po.t the temperature to which the lac had been exposed. LaJprecipitated
al 20"C. and further untrea-ted retained a mr isture equivalent of 200 per cent on the dry
material. If however, .before centrifuging the precipitated lac tvas w-armed. up to 40"i.
for 10 minutes the moisture retained in the centrifuged material was only 40- per cent.
This was accompanied by a slight change in apparent iolour but the colour index remained
unchanged.

(11) \he dryter - Bleached lac was dried in the electrically heated thermostatistically
controlled_drying oven. A layer of moist bleached lac (as obtained from the centrifuge-)
was spread.as a layer 17 mm. ( 0'75 inch ) thick on the aluminium tray and dried: 18 hours
at 40" +2"C. was found to be su.Eficient for bringing down the moiiture content from 40

!g-.2-3 per cent.- A little raking in the initial stage was beneficial and avoided the possi-
bility of lump formation. Each tray 60 cm. X 90 cm. could hold about 2.5 kg. of the
bleached lac ( on dry basis ). The colour of the dried material appeared to be a little
creamy as compared with that of the air-dried material but here again the colour index
remained unaffected. Drying at lower temperatures is being tried.

2.2.4 Mechanism of bleaching - As has been mentioned earlier, the chlorine content
of bleached lac appears to govern its keeping qualities. If this be so, a bleached lac with-
out any chlorine content should show a great improvement in this respect. Reference to
literature, however, indicates that according to some (Gidwani B. S. and Kamath N. R.,
Ind'. Chem.,22, t9+6, 414-19 ), bleaching of lac is due to chlorination so that a certain
amount of the halogen in the resulting lac is unavoidable. This would naturally preclude
the possibility of any chlorineless bleached lac. It was, therefore, considered desirable to
verify the accuracy of the above view before proceeding any further.

It was observed that all samples of bleached lac prepared under the improved condi-
tions contained chlorine and that the amount varied from I to 1'4 per cent foi lac of bleach
index 60 to 100. Experiments were therefore carried out, in which the same sample of
seedlac was bleached with different amounts of bleaching liquor: It was found that f6r the
same seedlac the chlorine content of the bleached lac depended upon the arnount of bleach

{
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The same see same shade by carrying out
operation at d 25'C.) and consequently with

unts of bleach ere found to be different and
again dependent upon the amoun Th
starting from the same seedlac, ame
contents. A justifiable inference (.h
directly related to the colour discharge ( bleaching ).

Next, the progress of colour discharge ( bleaching ) and chlorination of the resin were
determined by treating seedlacs with difierent amounts of bleach liquor and precipitat,
ing out the lac after specific durations. It was found that the progress of colour discharge
was not identical with that of chlorination. The maximum chlorination took place much
earlier than the maximum colour discharge. As a matter of fact for some time the colour
discharge was going on while at the same time the chlorine content was coming down.
This would indicate that chlorination of the resin and bleaching ( colour discharge ) are
two independent reactions taking place side by side obviously at different speeds. By
altering one condition at least, viz. temperature, it is possible to shift the reactions involv-
ed away from chlorination towards bleaching thus providing additional support to their
mutual independence.

Next lacs with different intensities of colour ( colour index ) were treated with the
same amount of bleach liquor with the expectation that if the colour discharge was due
to chlorination, the chlorine content of bleached lac from these lacs should be in propor-
tion to their original colour (intensities). It was found that this lvas not only not the
fact but on the contrary the lac with the lightest colour had taken up the most chlorine
and darkest the least. The following tentative conclusions appear to be justified.

(i) Bleaching of lac is not related to the chlorine in-take of the resiti, (ii) Bleach-
ing ( colour discharge ) and chlorination of the resin are two independent reactions taking
place side by side perhaps at different speeds, (iii) The extent of chlorination of the resin
hepends onlji uponihe amount of chlorine ( hypochlorite ) present and not upon the colour
of the starting material.

If these are confirmed, there is the possibility of preparing a hypochlorite bleached
lac free from cholorine or at lcast with much less chlorine than at present with a corres-
ponding improvement in keeping qualities.

2.2.5 Fractionation oJ bl,eached, lac -In order to see if lac undergoes any major change
in its constituents during bleaching and also how the chlorine is distributed, bleached
lac was fractionated using low temperature fractionation technique with dry acetone as
the solvent. The bleached lac used w-as wax-free and had been prepared from husmi seed-
lac having a bleach index of 84. The yield u'as 85 per cent.

The various chemical constants together with percentage of different fractions are
given in Table IV.

A comparison rvith Appendix B, Table V will indicate that in bleached lac, the dif-
ferent fractions are present more or less in the same proportions as in dewaxed, decolor-
ized lac. Chlorine was found in all the fractions.

2.3 Recoaery of dye-prod,ucts

2.3.1 Lac dy, - The precipitation and recovery of crude lac dye by sulphuric
acid treatment of lac wash water as rvell as a method of refining this crude dye into a
technical grade of 70 per cent purity has been reported already. (I.L.R.I . Annwal
Report, 1958-59 ).

The refining process of the crude dye which involved dewaxing with white spirit,
extraction of the dewaxed material with 0.1 per cent borax solution and precipitation of
the borax solution rvith dilute sulphuric acid was further improved during the year under
report. Soxhleting with white spirit was adopted in place of hot extraction on. an open
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pan, which resulted in considerable saving in white spirit. The process could be im-
proved still further by the use of n-hexane in place of white spirit. But with hexane, a
soxhlet extraction preferably in conjunction with a solvent recovery unit has to be used
to reduce the loss of the low boiling solvent. The improved process is described in detail
in Appendix E.

2.3.2 Dyeing oJ uool, anrl sil,k uith l,ac dye- After a series of experiments, conditions were
standardized for the dyeing of wool and silk in different shades with our technical grade lac
dy". The method is described in Appendix E. The dye was also found suitable for
dveing jute. (For steps taken to study the market and popularize lac dye, see 6.1.)

3. FunremBNTAL RESEARcHES

3.1, Constitution stud,ies-seParation and, study of the constitwtion bJ the aarious compo-
nents of shellac

The present work on the constitution of lac was started in 1947. Uptil now two new
constituent acids, viz. butolic acid and an aldehydic acid have been isolated. Paper
chromatographic studies of seedlac and shellac were also carried out which have revealed
the presence of at least seven acid constituents in these. Simpler methods were also work-
ed out'for the isolation of butolic acid and shellolic acid.

3.t.7 Isolation of shellolic acid,-The isolation of dimethyl shellolate from the alcohol-
insoluble lead salts of hydrolysed lac has been already described (I.L.R.I . Annual, Report,
1958-59 ). During the year under report the isolation of shellolic acid from this ester was
standardized. This consisted in saponifying the ester by means of aqueous alkali, neutra-
lization of the resulting solution with an exactly equivalent amount of sulphuric acid and
allowing to evaporate to dryness at room temperature. The residue rvas extracted with
absolute alcohol and the extract allorved to evaporate slowly rvhen colourless crystals of
shellolic acid separated. M.P. 204"-205'C. rvith decomposition u'hich was not depressed
by admixture lvith an authentic sample.

3.1.2 The ald,ehydic acid,-The presence of an aldeh5zdic acid in hydrolysed lac to the
extent of about 25 per cent has been already reported (I.L.R.I . Annwal, Report, 1.958-59).
Attempts to isolate the acid in the pure state had not been successful. The most promis-
ing way to purify it was through its lead bisulphite compound buf the resulting product
was contaminated with acetic acid ( from the lead acetate used in the preparation of the
compound ). It has now been possible to prepare a purer product by clissolving it in alco-
hol, diluting the alcoholic turbidity and
rvith sodium chloride. Ev could not be
water or alcohol nor could ned by treatme
amine hydrochloride or hydrazine hydrate.

3.1.3 Fractionation of aleuritic acid,-Aleuritic acid is the first acid constituent of
hydrolysed lac to be obtained in the pure state. Recrystallized from boiling water or
aqueous alcohol, it forms colourless needles melting at 100'-101'C. Bv means of cold
methyl alcohol it was possible to separate the crystalline acid into two fractions melting
at 102.5'C. and 97.5"C. (I.L.R.I. Annual Report, 1955-56, p.+2). The relationship bet-
ween these two fractions \vas now investigated. B5r oxidizing rvith potassium permanga-
nate under boiling water temperature, the dibasic acids produced were identified as aze-
laic and pimelic acids by paper chromatography indicating that the two fraQtions were
geometrical isomers.

3.L4 Butolic acid, - The isolation of butolic acid from the hydrolysis products of lac
was first reported in1949 II.L.R.I. Annual Report,1949-50, p.20; J. sci. inilustr. Res.,
11B (1952), +591. It has now been founlthatbutolicacidcanbeobtainedfromlac
even without hydrolysis by repeated extraction of a 30 per cent alcoholic solution of ( de-
waxed decolorized ) lac with excess of petroleum ether ( 60"-80'C.). The first extract
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yields a semi-solid resinous mass in a yield of 3 per cent on the weight of lac, butolic acid
crystallizing readily from the second, third and fourth extraction in a yield of 1.5 per cent.
This would indicate that the major portion of the butolic acid content of lac ( the total is
2.0 to 2.5 per cent ) is present in the free state.

3.1.5 Fractionation oJ I'ac resin-Lac resin is known to be a solid solution of several
inter- and intra-esters of hydroxy carboxylic acids of varying molecular weights. Several
attempts have been made to separate these into simpler fractions by use of solvents in
which the resin is only partially soluble, such as ether, toluene, chloroform, etc. The
separation in such cases is quite laborious and often incomplete due to the swelling action
of these solvents, which makes their further penetration of the solvent into the mass ex-
tremely difficult. Separation has also been effected by dissolving the lac completely in
acetone and cooling dorvn so as to allow a portion to separate out. Only one tempe-
rature (0'-5'C.) was used. The resin was thus separated into two fractions, viz. soft resin
'which lvas retained in solution, and pure resin that separated out. The advantages of
separating complex mixtures like lac resin into as simple and homogeneous fractions as
possible before subjecting them to chemical or other degradation are well recognized.

Temperature phase separation from acetone solution has been adopted for the purpose
using arbitrarily fixed temperatures of 30",5o and -10"C. A 10 per cent solution of de-
waxed decolorized shellac in boiling acetone was allowed to stand at 30oC. for 20 hrs. and
the fraction that precipitated out was separated from the mother liquor by decantation
and washing with fresh acetone at the same temperature. The combined mother liquor
and washings were cooled to 5'C. and -10oC. successively and the fractions that separat-
ed similarlv collected. What was retained in solution at -10'C. was reclaimed bv distil-
ling ofi th"e solvent.

It rvas found ( Appendix B, Table V ) that there rvas a progressive fall in the melt-
ing points and rise in the acid and saponification values of the successive fractions, perhaps
indicating decreasing molecular size ( weight ). It was further found that the acetone
should be dry for successful fractionation of lac by this method.

The first fraction (obtained at 30"C.) was further purified by redissolving in boil-
ing acetone ( to form a 10 per cent solution ) and allowing to separate at 30'C. This pro-
cess was repeated thrice for complete removal of all soluble fraction at this temperature.
It was found that as more and more soluble fraction was removed, the residue became
more and more insoluble even in boiling acetone. Ultimately the residue was extracted
at boiling temperature in an extractor for four hours. The insoluble portion left was
about 22 per cent on total lac and had a softening point 105'-108"C., melting point 118'-
120'C. and acid value 52'8. It is worthy of note that no fraction of lac has so far been
reported with such high softening and melting points.

Paper chromatography of the saponification products of the above fractions shows
that the first three have more or less the same constituents whereas the fourth is some-
what different and has concentrated in it at least one constituent acid which is either
absent or only faintly present in the other fractions.

3.L.6 Fractionation o/ palas seeill'ac -Although the above preliminary investiga-
tion was carried out on dewaxed decolorized lac, it was considered that future work should
be based on a more dependable starting material. It was therefore decided to use only
the seedlac obtained lrom pal'as sticklac by washing with water onlv, as palas lac consti-
tuted by far the major proportion of lac cultivated in this country.

Conditions were therefore re-determined for the.fractionation of a representative
sample oI palas seedlac.

It was found that a concentration of 50 gm. of resin in 400 gm. of the solution was
the most convenient and a minimum of 12 hours' keeping at the respective temperatures
was necessary for complete separation of the fractions.
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The yields and physical contents of the different fractions obtained under the above
conditions are reproduced in Appendix B, Table VL

fn order to confirm that the above fr-actionation has only been a physical one and
that no chemical damage has been caused to the constituents, lac lvas reconstituted from
the above fractions by merely mixing or melting them together.in their respective propor-
tions and its film properties-studied. It n'as f6und thaithe reconstituted lac, eithef by
mere mixing or melting had film properties identical rvith those of the parent lac, confirm-
ing the absence of any change, chemical or otherwise by the fractionation. The lvork is
being continued.

3.1.7 Paper ch,romatograplry oJ seedle.c -Paper chromatographic studies were also
carried out on the hydrolysed products of kwsmi, pal,as, ber, jal,ari, arhar and ghont seed-
lacs. The chromatograms-were-all alike and sho,,ved at least-seven distinct spols indicat-
ing that they rvere all more or less similarly constituted.

3.1.8 Fractionation of lac by otrea complexes frorn acetone -The use of urea as an acce-
larator for lac is well knorvn. It has already been pointed out that lac can be fractionat-
ed into three solid complexes rvith urea from boiling acetone solution (LL.R.L Annwal'
Report, 1957-58, p. 15; ibid. 1958'59 ).

The properties of-those different complexes, the whole shellac-urea complex as r,vell
as of lac resin fractions regenerated from these by removal of the urea with repeated boil-
ing with r,vater have norv been determined (Appendix B, Table VII ).

It was found that complex I, on standing shor,ved a tendency to gradually become
insoluble in butyl alcohol indicating some sort of progressive polymerization. Complex
II and the whole lac-urea complex, on the other hand remained unchanged.

3.2 Physico-chernical studies

3.2.t Changes in the carbonyl value of lac during saponif,cation.-Kamath and Main-
kar [/. sci. inilwstr. Res., 14B (1955 ),560] reported that during saponification of shellac
with 0'5N alcoholic alkali at room temperature, the carbonvl value gradually increases
at first and then decreases. This observation rvas confirmed in respect oI husmi seedlac
and shellac. It was found that the carbonyl value increased rapidly during the first half
hour, and then slowly reaching a maximum of 55.4 for seedlac and 51.6 for shellac in 4
hours. Thereafter the values decreased steadily but slowly to 31.3 and 24'9 respectively
in 48 hours. This would indicate that the carbonyl in lac is partly free and partly in the
combined state, most probably as acylal. The reasons for the later decrease in the value
are yet to be investigated.

3.2.2 Infra-reil spectra of lac-The complete infra-red spectra* of dewaxed lemon
shellac, dewaxed decolorized lac and dewaxed bleached lac were recorded over the range
2'5 to 15u. The three sDectra were almost alike. No evidence of chlorine was
noticeable in the (chemicaily ) bleached lac presumably because chlorine-containing
materials show only weak absorptiorr bands. The assignments that could be made out are
primary and secondary hydroxyl, methyl, methylene, carboxyl, carbonyl unsaturation,
chains of more than four methylene groups and substituted aromatic rings,

3.2.3 Changes of carbonyl ualue during thermal polymerization-It has been reported
by Kamath and Mainkar lJ. sci. industr. Res. (1955 ),l4B,272lthat whereas fresh lac has a
definite carbonyl value, the carbonyl value of lac polymerized by heat or ageing is nil. If
this be so, carbonyl value may provide an easy way to determine the age of any lac. Ex-
periments were undertaken to determine the rate of change of carbonyl value during ther-
mal polymerization by measuring this constant for lac polymerized at specific temperatures

*These spectra were recorded during the visit of one of our offi.cers to the Paint Researh Station,
Teddington, England and functional groups assigned rvith the help of Dr. A. Bis'ivas, Asst. Director,
National Chemical Laboratory, Poona, to both of rvhom our thanks are due.
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of 125'C., 150oC., and so on for specific periods such as t0, 20,30 minutes till the rubbery
stage.

It was found that the usual sodium sulphite method lvas not satisfactorv in the case
ed lac as the end-points could hot be perceived sharply either 6y use of an
by a pH meter ( LL.R.I. Antewal Report, 1958-59 ). The hydroxylamine

e method (Analyst Chem.,22, No. 6, 1950, 750-755 ) rvas tried. The carbonyl
value by this method was {ound to be within 70-80 rvhich is much higher than the value
obtained by other methods.

3.3 Kinetics oJ thermal polyrnerization oJ lac - The study of the kinetics of thermal
poly_merization of bc was continued. The samples of dewaxedlac ( I.L.R.I . Annual Report,
1958-!9 ) prepared by heating at difierent temperatures for different periods were dis-
99lyed in alcohol (:1-95 per cent ) !o produce solutions containing 2 gm. oI the resin per
100 c,c. solvent. These were then filtered and their viscosities determined at 35 _g 0.05-'C.
!y p"l-qt_qf an Ostwald capillary viscometer. From the data obtained (Appendix B,
Table VIII ) specific viscosities rvere calculrted using the formula:

?.P:F-1
t1

where t, is the time of flow of solution and t, that of the solvent.

polymerization of lac takes
or rate. of polymerization
cured' or rubbery stage.

ngs.

4. U'rrszatroN oF LAc

4.1 Aqueous lac tarnishes-Watev-soluble lac -The preparation of a water-soluble
lac ( by exposure of lac flakes to vapour of liquor ammonia ) suitable for use as aqueous
varnishes for earthenware has already (I.L.R.I . Annwal Report, 1958-59 ).
The keeping qualities of this ined during the year under ieport. It was
found thq! a sample sealed in ag and stored in the laboratory has retained
its solubility' for nearly 1] years so far. l\n identical sample kept exposed in an open
vessel started becoming gradually insoluble within a month.

All the above exp ried out on dervaxed lac. Ordinary shellac and
autoclave shellac were reas ordinary shellac gave dull films, autoclave
shellac was found to be rvitl des'axed lac and incidentally is also cheaper.

Th" work having been completed, production of water-soluble lac for sale to the public
has been taken over by our newly set up Production Unit.

A paper entitled " Water-soluble lac and its use in aqueous varnishes for earthenware "
has been communicated for publication.

4.2 Slt'ellac waslt' primers 
- Shellac-based rvash primers, both single pack and double

fully tested (including
The single-pack system
aluminium panels on a

results, reported in the previous Annual Re-
: test rvas arranged in co-operation rvith the autho-

rities of the Carriage Workshops of the S.E. Railway at Kharagpur. One side of an alu-
minium coach was coated rvith a shellac rvar
and the other side with a commercial trvo-p
prominent manufacturer. A|ter 24 hours.
to the Raihvays, usual schedule. It u'as re
sent for service, the paints flaked off on
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however, had behaved quite normally. The possible reason for the failure is tl.rerefore either
faulty application or the efiect of the paint system applied over the primers. This is being
looked into. Meanwhile Railway authorities have also been requested for facilities for
a second experiment to which they have agreed.

I Shellac wash primer was simultaneously under test at the Hindustan Air Craft
Factory, Bangalore and the Integral Coach Factory, Madras. The former reported after
one year's trial that the sample satisfied all their tests except can-stability which is being
looked into. The Integral coach factory reported that exposure trials were going on since
May 1959 and that the results so far are satisfactory. Their tests would be completed
within the next {ew months rvhen they would send us a consolidated report.]

4.2.7 Storage oJ wash prirners 
-For all the experiments so far, shellac wash primers

were stored in glass bottles. As this is not a practical proposition for general purposes,
the storage of these primers in metal containers rvas investigated. Samples $rere pre-
pared and stored in (a) glass and (b) bright plate ( tin ) containers, in (c) tins coated in
side by slushing with a catalysed cold-curing expoxy resin. The film properties such as
drying and scratch hardness of these stored primers rvere examined at intervals of one
month. There has so far ( after three months ) been no deterioration in any of the samples.
The observations are continued.

4.2.2 Accelerating hard, d.ryinglime of the wash prinrer 
-During the tests in the carri-

age Workshop of the S.E.Rly., it was reported that the primer was not drying hard enough
in 24 hours for the further painting over. This was examined and it was found that the
primer film reached its maximum hardness in 48 hours although the maxirnum hardness
( 1800 gm.) was not much higher than the hardness ( 1600 gm.) of the film after 24 hours'
air-drying. Attempts rvere made to accelerate the hard drying by increasing the phosphoric
acid content from 30 to 35 and 40 per cent, but lvithout success.

4.2.3 Skel,l'ac wash primer-two-pack systeur, -It was observed during the investi-
gation at Teddington that shellac wash primer ( two-pack system ) based on zinc tetroxy
chromate was distinctly superior to the single-pack composition in its general performance
and weather resistance. Samples ol zinc tetroxy chromate were received from two parties
and these !!'ere experimented with for the two-pack primers. The results rvere inconsistent,

4.3 Mod,if.cation of shellac esters uith pohcarboxylic acid;-Shellac has been known
to be capable of being modified with polycarboxylic acid or anhydride such as phthalic
anhydride to yield hard brittle resins of high acid value. Due to progressive polymeriza-
tion of the lac the reaction, however, cannot be continued long enough to reduce the acid
va-lue. Sheltac esters show much less tendency to polymerize .id "r"ilso soluble in hyclro-
carbon solvents, e.g. xylene, so that modification by these anhydrides may be carried out
to a much larger extent. The products are also likely to be flexible and elastic. Accord-
ingly butyl ester of lac (5 gm.) was treated rvith the calculated amount of phthalic an-
hydride ( 8 Srn.) at 180' + 5"C. in the presence of xylene ( 15 gm.) and in a stream of
carbon dioxide. Iu the course of 3 hours, the acid value dropped from 109.6 to 38.10,
The product was soluble in toluene and benzene but insoluble in alcohol. Further work
rs rn progress.

4.4 Storage of French loliskin metql, containers-French polish (shellac varnish)
is not generally packed in tin containers due to the corrosive action of lac on the metal
( pin holes ) and consequent darkening. Remedies to eliminate the diftculty have been
suggested which are: (a) removing the more acidic portion of lac by alkali extraction,
(b) neutralization of the acidity by modification with metalLic oxides, (c) protecting the
metal surface by rvaxes or lead coating or, (d) adding inhibitors like oxalic acid, triethyl
ammonium phosphate, etc., to the varnish. The last has been found to adversely affect
the film properties of the varnish.

(a) Portions of the more acidic ( soft resin ) portion of dewaxed lac were removed
(i) by extraction in the cold of the very finely ground material with aqueous soda ( 0'1,
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0.2,0.+,0.8 and 1.2 gm. per 100 gm. of the lac ) and (ii) by dissolving the lac in dry acetone
and cooling the (25 per cent) solution to -11'C. lvhen the soft resin remains in solution
and the resl of the lac gets precipitated. 25 per cent solutions of the resulting lacs in alco-
hol were stored in glass bottles (as control), in tins, and in a flask with an iron nail as an
accelerated test. All the varnishes except those in glass bottles darkened within 2 to 212

months.

(b) nish rvas^red-uced by refluxing wlth-0'!,- 1'0,--1'5, 2'0
and 2'5 London Shel'lac Research Burealt, Tech' Note, No' 22 )'
Magnesi this gave varnishes of the lowest viscosity.. The
treited containers but were also found to darken within two
months.

o use of french
a contarn Llrpose,
rs d{ora coating

ould resist shellac and the solvent alcohol.
cured, was invanably suggested. Samples

L After
eight days' curing ich were
alio pres-erved sidi where-
as the polish in un n a month, that stored in the expoxy-Qoated
contain-er has kept ut eight months.

A prominent firm of metal container
manufactured by them could be used for s

treatment. As our experience was otherw
has been supplied to them at their requ
awaited.

4.5 Hydrolysed. lac lac ( also
by rvhich is melnt the portion of
lysis of lac, has been { a plasticiz
The yield reported generally varies from only 60
The conditions of preparation of the same were therefore, standardized, attempting at the
same time to recover the missing portion also. Under optimum conditions ( described in Ap-
pendix G ) the yield was 66-70 per cent, the material possessing the same acid and saponifica-
tion values (205-206) indicating complete saponification. Evaporation of the mother
liquor on the rvater bath resulted in the gradual separation of a pale resingus material
which was collected, washed with a very small amount of water and dried by heating in an
open pan to 120'C, The yield was about 30 per cent. Acid value of the material was
219'7, saponification vahe 277'5 and hydroxyl value 266'1.

After removing the separated resinous material, the remaining aqueous Iiquor was
evaporated to dryness and then extracted with absolute alcohol. On evaporation of the
alcoholic extract, only a small amount of a resinous material was left behind.

4.6 Water ' solubl,e' hyd,rol'ysed, lac-T};,e resinous material collected during evapora-
tion of the aqueous mother liquor from lac saponification known as water-soluble hydro-
Iysed lac, is a product quite difierent in properties from the water-insoluble hydrolysed
lac. (I.L.R.I. Annual, Report, 1952-53, p.37). It is a hard, brittle and rather hygro-
scopic product, gradually thickening on heating, into a permanently fusible material, never
turning into a rubbery stage. A 10 gm. sample was therefore heated in an oil bath at
150"C. and the acid-hydroxyl and saponification values determined at intervals up to 10
hours (Appendix B, Table IX ). It was found that the acid and hydroxyl values fell
rapidly during the first two hours and after this period, when incidentally the A.V. and
H.V. were the same, further drop was very slow. Saponification value, however, remained
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practically constant throughout. The product after 10 hours' heating rvas a hard brittle
resin completely soluble in alcohol.

5: Ad, hoc INvBsrrcerroNs

5.1 Shel,lac composition for preuention of loosetting of bolts anil nuts - The use of shellac
for the prevention of loosening of nuts from bolts particularly in I'jbrating equipments is
well known. A suggestion was received from the Shellac Erport Promotion Council that
experimental data be obtained in support of this performance of shellac. Enquiries re-
vealed that the Machine Tool Prototvpe Factory at Ambernatli had the necessary equip-
ment (An Amsler's Hammer Impact Testing Nlachine). Six samples of shellac varnish
differing only in the type of shellac and solvent used, formulated on the basis of a compo-
sition suggested by the Development Wing of the Ministry of Commerce and Industr5r,
Govt. of India, were prepared and submitted to the llIachine Tool Factory for the tests.
As a result of five tests on each of the samples, it has been reported that (i) the compo-
sition dewaxed lac 60 gm., methylated spirit 200 gm., castor oil 2'5 gm. gave the most
satisfactory result. (ii) Ordinary shellac in place of det'axed lac in the above composition
was not satisfactory. (iii) The alcohol ma)/ be rectified or methylated spirit. (irJ The belt
has to be dipped into the varnish and the nut fitted while the varnish is still wet. (r') If
the nut is fitted after the varnish dries, the shellac is ineffective. A nut fitted on a bolt
dipped in the above-mentioned compostion could withstand rvithout loosening 2'5x166
blorvs from a hammer with the strength of blows varying flom 7 to 40 kg. cm. (0'5 to
2'9 It'. lb.) at the rate of 600 blorvs per minute.

The complete report is reproduced in Appendix H.
5.2 Shellac for use in hydraulic mod.els -An enquiry u'as received from the Central

Water and Power Commission Research Station for shellac samples for use in their hydrau-
lic models. The requirements were that the particles mrrst be free flowing, inert, of uni-
form specific gravity of 1.10 to l'20 and not afiected by continued or periodical immersion
in water and must not block by exposure to the sun either directly or under water. Samples
of button lacand kiri crushed to-appropriate size and hot-mixed with barytes {or adjust-
ment of specific gravity were supplied. After testing it rvas reported that button lac crush-
ed to thJpropeisize 6ehaved ieasonably well except for slight swelling during immersion
and blocking by exposure to the sun. Modified samples using calcium stearate as water
repellent and urea as accelerator were supplied as also old infusible garnet lac. These are
under test and their report is awaited.

If successful, the requirement, it is reported, is quite considerable.

5.3 No-rwb polishes 
- It was reported dufing an Advisory Board meeting of the

Indian Lac Cess Committee that there is a large demand for no-iub polishes in this country
and that work should be taken up to determine conditions for the manufacture of suitable
compositions based on shellac. It ma)' be pointed out that " no-rub dry bright "
polishes is one of the most important uses of lac in foreign countries, p.articularly the U.S.A.
The necessary literature was collected and samples were prepared according to various
formulations based on dewaxed lac and carnauba wax in aqueous emulsion. Simultane-
ously a.new foreign commercial synthetic rvax, claimed to be suitable for dry bright polishes,
was also examined in place of carnauba rvax. These polishes were compared with an Ame-
rican ready-made polish which had been obtained earlier. Films were made on glass and
wood and examined. It r,vas found that all these polishes produced matt films on appli-
cation by brush or cloth pad. After ageing for seven days scratch hardness and water-
resistance were determined. The scratch hardness varied from 50 gm. to 300 gm. and
all of them on'immersion in water blushed badly within a ferv minutes. But when the
shellac was replaced by water-soluble lac described earlier and no triethanol amine oleate
was used for dissolving the lac in u'ater, the films with varying proportions of the synthe-
tic wax did not show any blush during 24 hours' water immersion. The gloss, however,
was still poor. Further work is continuing.
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6. Pusrrcrry AND PnopecaNoe

6.1 Lac dy, - Having worked out an economic method for the recovery and refining
of lac d1'g of a technical grade ( 70 per cent purity ), steps were taken to popularize this
arnong dyers of silk and wool. Samples of this technical grade together v-ith a note on how
to use it with different mordants to produce difierent shades on wool and silk and shade
cards of wool and. silk thus dyed lvere sent to abotfi 25 wool weavers' co-operative societies.
Reports received from them c.onfirmed that the quality rvas quite suitable. A 10 lb. sample
has been sent to the Weavers Service Centre, All-India Handloom Board, Madras, for
trial. Their report is arvaited. Meanwhile, at our request the Small Industries Service
Institute, Bombay, has undertaken a market survey to assess the marketing possibility
of the dye. In this connection samples of the dye have been supplied to about {orty woolen
and silk mills in Bombay for their trial and report. 'fhe process of dyeing wool with this
dye was demonstrated to a group of wool dyers and carpet manufacturers in Mirzapur.
One of them prepared a 8' by 6' carpet using wool dyed with lac dye and this rvas display-
ed in our stall in the Indian Council of Agricultural Research pavilion in the recent World
Agricultural Fair in New Delhi. It was widely appreciated.

6.2 Dry-mounting tissues-As mentioned in the 1958-59 Annual Report, the Insti-
tute had worked out a detailed process for the manufacture of dry-mounting tissues for
photographic purposes and a patent had been applied for to cover the process. One
firm in Ranchi was granted'royalty-free rights to manufacture the material according
to our process and they commenced production in 1958-59. A second firm in Mirzapur
lvas also granted similar rights and theS' u's1s given full technical assistance in fabricat-
ing, erecting and commencing production in their factory. They commenced production
in July last. Steps are being taken to see if imports of this material can be restricted
as the cornbined output of these tw-o factories is more than the estimated consumption
of the material in India, and the quality is also entirely satisfactoly, and comparable
with the best imported stuff.

6.3 Bleached. lac-Tbe demand for bleached lac has been slowly but steadily going
up. Samples were supplied to the S.E.Rly. for the inside finishing of their upper class
coaches. The results were reported to be very satisfactory. They have, therefore, pur-
chased a lot of 100 lb. for finishing a few more coache.s. The Central Food Technological
Institute, M-vsore has been supplied rvith 5 lb. for experiments on preservation of fruits.
Here again they have purchased a larger consignment (25 lb.) for large-scale use.

Apart from our Production Unit, it is understood bleached lac is now being manu-
factured by two parties, one in Calcutta and the other in Delhi.

6.4 Shel'l,ac coating on earthenware (Watcr-soluble lac) - Contact has been established
with the Village Pottery Section of the All India Khadi and Village Industries Commission
for the popularization of water-soluble lac for coating earthenware. Samples together
with details of use were sent to all Community Projects and Block Development Offrcers
of Andhra Pradesh and Extension Centres of- the Vittage Pottery Section of the Khadi
and Village Industries Commission throughout the country, arrangements have been
made to distribute water-soluble lac to consumers through their regional training centres.
Coating of earthenware gsing water-soluble lac was demonstrated to potters during a semi-
nar of pottery workers of Southern Region held at Khanapur.

6.5 Hyd,rolyseil lac -There were enquiries from three parties for the supply of hydro-
lysed lac, presumably for use in paper varnishes. Tv'o firms in Calcutta were contacted
and one of them has undertaken the manufacture and supply according to demand. 1'hey
were supplied full technical details for the manufacture.

6.6 Furnitwe Repolisking Publicity Centre - The maximum consumption of lac in
India today is in furniture polishing. Most of the furniture in this country seldom gets a
second polishing in its lifetime. If only the habit of periodically repolishing furniture can
be developed, the additional consumption of lac can be substantial. In order to create and
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popularize this habit a publicity cum demonstration centre has been established in Delhi.
The centre commenced its activities in November last. The pr.esent stafi consists of one
Manager cum canvasser-in-charge of the centre and its activities, and a team of polishers.

One firm, the Oriental Building and Furnishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. with whose co-opera-
tion the scheme is being implemented, is manufacturing and marketing handy 'do-
it-yourself ' 'all-in-one' furniture repolishing kits. The team of polishers go'from house
to house and demonstrates to the an be given a
nelv and pleasing look by simple understood, is
becoming popular. The demand being , 

slowly
created. - Sida by side, publicity re ed on through
cinema slides, newspapers, etc.

Demonstration of furniture repolishing was also carried on in our lac stall through-
out the period of the World Agricultural Fair.

7. Tncswrcer- AssrstaNcB To SHELLAC MaNurecruRERS AND Colsuunns

with manufacturers of seedlac
ent to over 150 manufacturers
washing. The working of the
factories in Gondia and Dham-

dye from wash water were demonstrated
to a number of factories.

As usual, a number of technical enquiries were answered regarding- manufacture of
seedlac, shellac, autoclave shellac and bleached lac as well as utilization of these and their
modifications.

One cwt. of polymerized lac received from a paint factory at Kanpur was depolymer-
ued by autoclaving and returned to the party for use.

tant ( Anatyst ) and one Durwan.

8. Couprr,euoN oF Lrrnneruns

(a) The compilation of the Chemistry of Lac was finally edited and is being retyped
for final printing.

(b) The book Uses of Lac was revised and reprinted.
(c) The Shel,lac Patents Inder was revised and brought up-to-date and sent to the

Press for printing.

b
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9. Pnooucrron Uwrr

With a view to pupularizing the newer products developed at the Institute and make
them leadily available in required quantities to interested consumers as also to demons-
trate the feasibility of commercial manufacture of these products and develop a market, a
Production Unit waS established in the Institute. It started functioning in September
1959. The stafi so far appointed are only one Manager, one Senior Clerk and one Peon.
Because of the fact that the Unit is still in its early stages, no new equipment was pur-
chased and only the equipment already available in the factory is being utilized. The Unit
started producing three types of refined lac, each in two grades. The types produced,
the quantities sold up to 31-3-60 and their sale value are shown in the table below:

Materials

1. Water-soluble lac (dewaxed )
2. Water-soluble lac from autoclave

shellac
3. Bleached lac rvithout wax
4. Bleached lac with wax
5. Autoclave shellac
6. do

TABLD
Grade

DL
AL

BRF
BR
ASK
A.SB

Details of sale

Quantitylb. oz.j

109 t4
tl+ 10

336 t+
261 10
290 10
3+ 10

Value
Rs.

338.14
326.56

r+79.19
1020.90
+65.02
48.58

It may be pointed out that although the Unit was formerly established on lst Septem-
ber 1959, it really got going only in December after the first advertisement appeared in
newspapers. The demand for some of the products particularly bleached lac is seen to be
developing. It is, however, too early to draw any specific conclusions.

Total 3678.39

*The Production Unit will be changing over to the Metric System from the 1st April 1961.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT F'OR THE YEAR T959.60

.f
J'

Month
&

year

The auerage meteorological ilata for each month duiing the year 1959-6O arc giaen:

Baro- Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Total Highest Lowest
metric wind max. min. dry humi- sun- rainfall max. min.

pressure .sp9,ed. tglqp. telnp. bulb dity shine ( in.) temp. ( "F.)- (in.) (miles/ ( "F-.) ('F-.) temp. (hr./day) ( "F.)hr.) ('F.)

April 1959 27.725 7.680 97'46
May 1959 27.587 7.524 102.64
June 1959 27.520 1..+00 91.93
July 1959 27'490 0.374 84.77
August 1959 27.484 0.198 85.19
September 1959 27.597 0'493 84.36
October 1959 27.765 l'42O 83'61
November 1959 27.905 0.900 78.50
December 1959 27.959 0.096 74.39
January 1960 27'972 0'735 73.84
February 1960 27.907 1.294 83.76
March 1960 27.839 2.217 86.06

61.86 88.68 31.80
75.39 93.58 36.67
7+.06 83.46 73.53
73.45 80.16 82.97
73'OO . 78'74 86.51
72'OO 78.33 83.73
66.42 77.55 74'13
s1.43 71.66 49.06
4s'66 64.90 45.74
47.71 62.97 54.10
52.65 73.50 40.30
59'26 75'19 44.87

1.38 105.0 58
2.26 107-5 66
72.03 99.0 67
14.2t 90.0 70
11.63 90.0 7l
15.78 89.0 70
17'72 88.0 59nil 84.0 45nil 80.0 40
o.02 79'O 39nil 91.0 43
0.08 99.0 53

8.98
9.68
6.53
3.71
3.60
4-53
7.tr
9.92

10.06
7.95
9.80
8'48
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TABLE III - RESI'LTS OF' STICK EXAMINATION f,'OR HEAT MORTALTTY UNDER THE
EXPERIMENT ON TTIE DEFOLIATION OF PALAS FOR BROOD PRESERVATION

Treatment

1. Defoliated
2. Control

No. of twigs
examined

100
100

Total
length

r++'4'
r6+'

Total No. of
female insects

parasite

635 1 10
168310

No. of
twigs

8707
3615

Percentage
survived

t3'70
2.r+

TABLE IV-COMPARATIVD CROP DATA OF THE 5 PLANS OF CULTIVATION PRACTICES

kgkgkgkg.

l02

;

kg.kg.

Plan
No.

I
II

III
IV
V

Inoculation
/_--!---
Wt. of \trrt. of
brood phurzki

used for scraped
inocu- lac
lation

April July
Scraped Brood-

ari lac
lac

Total Oct.:Nov.
scraped

lac Brood- Total
lac scrapec

lac

Total Remarks
scraped
lac in Brood Scraped
all to to

seasons brood scraped
ratio ratio

kg.

267'67 l: O.25 1 : 6.1
346'65 I : 1'35 7: 72.9
743.+5 l: 8'47 l: 79-9
169.78 1: 1.51 1: 10.6
182.45 l:2.0O 1:10.0

Total
brood-
lac in

alI
seasons

kg.kg.

373
J/J
lt2
187
187

+2'2 226.22
26.67

7.L9
16.00
18.19

226.22 96-45 35.45 96.45
225-22 402.OO t2t-44 504.00

949'+5 743.45 949.+5
284.00 169'78 284'M

36.45 324.00 146.00 380.00

TABLE V - CROP DATA ON THE ECONOMICS OF UTILIZING PELZ{S FOR .B.ATSAI(IIT
CROP AND BER T'OR.[TATI(T CROP

Host No. of
trees

- Scraped lac

Ft
Brood
used

kg.

7.9+
t6-26

l:2.61
l:6.63

2.32
+.7r

2.58
18.09

1 : 1.11
1: 3.84

Brood
field

kg.

18.37 36.42
+.99 32.21

2-61 20-7s
25.63 107.73

Total Ratio of Brood
yield brood to used

brood
yield

Total Ratio of
yield brood to

total
yield

kg.

6'32 1: 3.09
4'48 1: 3.95

kg.

Bolsakhl crop 1958-59

kg.

2.0+
1'13

Brood
yield

kg.

3.20
0.96

0.43
+'71

l:2.22
1: 1.07

Pal'as 10 8.28
Ber 10 4.65

Palas 10
Ber 10

K.athl ctop 1959

Yield of crop from harvest

Lac sticks

JJ



TABLE VI-PRESERVATION OF' BROODLAC ON B.ER BY PARTIAL PRUNING BEFORE
AND AFTER INFECTION

Particulars

Brood used for infection
Scraped lac from brood used
Broodlac obtained
Total yield of lac sticks
Total yield of sctaped lac
Brood to yield ratio: (i) Lac stick

(ii) Scraped lac
Percentage of selected broodlac

C
kg

B
kg.kg

<.)t
1.28
s.33

3r.75
z')J

1: 6.08
l:2.00

1,6.78

+.99
1.30
+.42

2+'0r
2.30

l: 4'81
L: l'76

18'53

6.01
r.+7
3.74

JJ.) /
+.1,4

1: 5'58
1: 2.80

11.84

Treatments

TABLE VII-PROPER TIME OF'HARVESTING FOR MAXIMIZING YIELD-CROP DATA

Date of Treat-
cropprng ments

( 50 trees
under
each )

Lac stick

Yield Brood Brood
to yield used

ratio

Scraped lac

Brood
used

kg.kg

25-+-60
26-5-60
l2-7-60
l2-7=60

37.2 164.65
37-2 148.78
37.2 1+s.20
27.9 86.66

I
II

III
IV

l:4.4
1: 4.0
1: 3.9
1: 3'1

38.32 1 : 6'3 24'2. 1: 4'8
30:61 1: 5'8 18'0 1: 4'8
21.65 7: 4'2 6'8 1:3'6
8'84 t:3'4 6'25 1: 1'9

TABLE VIII - OPTIMUM DENSITY OF LARVAL SETTtr DMDNT: PALAS-KATKI ( 1959 )

Experimental details

Treatments Replication

10

No. of trees
per plot

1

Crop data

Treatment B

Brood Yield Brood
used obtained to yield

ratro

kg.

JJ./J
3.80

Total No. of
trees

30

Treatment C

t
i

Yield
particulars

Treatment A

kg.

tac sticks 3'+O
Scraped lac 0'79

20.58 1: 6{5 6'80
1'93 l:2'43 l'28

kg.

l:5'23 13'61
1: 3.00 2'58

Brood Yield Brood
used obtained to yield- ratio

kg.

+1.62 1: 3.06
+.79 1 : 1'85

Brood Yield
used obtained

Brood
to yield

ratio

kgkg.

kg.

6.01
5.2r
5.07
?,((

Yield Brood
to field

ratro

kg.

Per- Ratio of
centage brood to

of )'ieid
driage (scraped

on lac)
scraped after

lac driage
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Due to

Blocks
Treatments
Errors

Analysis of variance ( Data on yield as sticklac )

F. lf significant or not

2.+l+
7.936 Yes

D,F.

9
2

18

S.S.

720.30
526.07
596.60

M.S.

80'30
263.03
33'14

Total 29 t84Z'97

h
i

TABLE IX-RESULTS OF'STICK EXAMINATION OF'EXPERIMENT ON DETERMINA.
TION OF OPTIMUM DENSTTY OF LARVAL SETTLEMDNT (PALAS-KATKI t959\

Treatment After 4 weeks

Density of Percentage
settlement mortality

A
B
C

118
17+
269

50.5
++.r
31.5

At male
emergence

Percentage of
- males

20.8
23.8
30'+

No. of
living cells
per inch

6
11
t7

Per cent
mature

mortality

11.0
14.5
7.7

Per cent
parasitized

28'1
15.4
t7.3

At crop maturity

TABLE X-KUSUM-JETHWT (1959) CROP

Experimental details

Treatments

3

Replication

x10
Treatment A

Brood Yield Brood
used obtained to yield

ratio

kg. kg.

2+.+9 76.32 1: 3.11
11.68 18'37 1,: l'57

No. of trees
per plot

X1

Treatment B/-+
Brood Yield Brood
used obtained to ryield

ratio

kg. kg.

48'99 105.29 l:2.15
23.08 27.21 l:0.22

Total No. of
trees

30

Treatment C

Brood Yield Brood
used obtained to yield

ratio

kg. kg.

97'98 168.00 l: l'71
45'30 +5'39 1: 1.00

r{{

Yield
particulars

Lac sticks
Scraped lac

Due to

Blocks
Treatments
Errors

Analysis of variance ( Data on yield as sticklac )

F. If significant or not

2-1198
10.3360 Yes

D.F.

9
2

18

S.S.

s0630.03
54860.60
+7768'07

M.S,S.

5625.56
27+30.30

2653.78

Total 29 153258.70
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TABLE XI-RESULTS OT'STICK EXAMINATION OF' EXPERIMENT ON DETERMINA-
TtrON OX'OPTIMUM DENSITY OF LARVAI. SETTLEMENT (KUSUM-JETHWr 1959)

Treatment After 4 weeks At male At crop maturity
emergence -a------r

Density of Percentage Percentage oI No. of Per cent
settlement mortality males living cells natural

per inch mortality

123 40'3 Il.+ 18'4 35.7
180 38.8 10'9 2r.6 40.s
293 32.3 16.6 34'5 23.1

TABLE XII-CROP DATAAND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS FOR KUSUM-AGHANI
(1959-60), KUSUM-AGIrANr ( 1959-60 ) SEASON

Expertnental detalls

Treatments Replication No. of trees Total No' of
per plot trees

3x10x130
Crop data

Yield Treatment A Treatment B Tteatment C
particulars- /-+-Brood Yield Brood Brood Yield Brood Brood Yield Brood

used obtained to yield used obtained to yield used obtained to yield
ratio ratio . ratio

kg. kg. kg. kg. kg. kg'

Lac sticks 19'96 167'61 1 : 8'39 39'92 277'+9 1 : 6'95 79'83 360'22 1 : 4'51
Scraped lac 7'99 57'92 l:7'24 17'01 97'16 7:5'71 30'19 ll9'92 1: 3'98

Analysls of variance ( Data on yield as scraped' lac )

Due to -D.F. S.S. M.S F, If significant or not

Blocks 9 748320'00 831+6'66 ' 3'960
Treatments 2 2++77+'+7 122387'23 5'345 Yes
Errors 18 377936'20 20996'+6

Total n B?l01f-6?

TABLE XIII-RESULTS OF STICK EXAMINATION OT'EXPERIMENT ON DETERMINA. ry,
TroN OF' OPTTMUM LARVAL SETTLEMENT ( r(USUM-AGHANT 1959-60 )

Treatment After 4 weeks At male At crop maturity
emergence

Density of Percentage Percentage of No. of Percentage
settlement mortality males liwiog cells of natural

per inch mortality

2+t +3.5 13.+ ls.+ 40.3
336 36.6 18'6 29.+ 36'8
+69 32.2 16.9 40'0 33.3

A
B
C

{t

A
B
C
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TABLD XIV-EXPERIMENT ON THD DIFF.ERDNT BROOD RATES AND DIF.FERDNT TIMES
OF HARVEST

Lac sticks Yield particulars
Scraped lac

used

Half normal

Normal
Double
normal

Half normal

Normal
Double
normal

Half normal

Normal
DoubIe
normal

Yield
obtained

Brood
to yield

ratio
harvest

Ari crtttirrg
April

do
do

Ari c;.ftting
May
do
do

Cropping at
maturity

do
do

Brood
used

kg.

0.91

1 .81

3.63

0'91

1.81
3'23

0.91

1'81
3.23

Brood
used

Yield Brood
obtained to yield

ratio

b

kg.

+.88

6.92
9.75

+-65

7.26
8.90

7.26

9-6+
13.27

- 1.30
1.96

1.82

2.26
r'77

3.43

3.16
2'06

3'95

2'88
2'15

kg.

1: 5.36 0.28

l:3.82 0.45
I: 2.68 0.88

1: 5.109 0.23

1: 4.01 0.43
I:2.76 0.96

7:7.97 0.23

1: 5.32 0.45
1: 4.108 0.91

kg.

0.51 1

t.02 1

1.56 1

0,79 1

1.36 1

1'98 1

0.91 1

I
1

Analysis of variance ( Data

Due to D.I'. S.S.

Times of harvest 2 312'67
Brood rates 2 2250'66
Errors + 14.69

Total 8 2578.02

on yield as

M.S.

156.33
rr25.33

J'O /

sticklac )

F.

42.596
306'629

If significant or not

Yes
Yes

TABLD XV-RESULTS OF STICK EXAMINATION OF' EXPERIMENT ON DIFFERENT
BROOD RATES AND DIF'f,'ERENT TIMES OF' HARVEST (BAISAKHI T958-59)

Brood rates At male
emergence

Percentage of
males

At the end of May before
crop maturity

Density of
settlement

Half normal I32
Normal 202
Double nounal 298

Percentage
mortality

52.6
+3'9
40.3

20'8
2+.7
30.5

After 4 weeks

No. of
liwing cells
per inch

26
38
J5

Percentage
of natural
mortality

22.0
16.3
13.5
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TABLE XVI-GROIilING OF LAC ON MOGIIANIA.MACROPHYLLA
UNDER BUSH CONDITION

Crop No. of Brood used Total yield
Plants 

Lac s*.nj '=;--s;;;
lac sticks lac

Ratio of brood
to yield

Lac Scraped
sticks lac

Baisakh,i ( 1958-59 )
Ratki ( 1959 )
Jeth,wi ( 1959 )
Agltani ( 1959-60 ) il

100

40
200

sticks

kg.

7.26
15.65
6.35

2+.38

kg.

t.+2
2.58
3'03
9.98

kg.

36'29
+9.61
7.9+

39.2+

ko

4.39
5'93
r.02

10.94

1: 5.00
I:3'77'
l: I.25
1: 1.61

:3.10
:2.30
: 0.34
: 1.09

TABLE XVII - GROWING OF' LAC ON ALBLZZIA LUCIDA UNDER BUSH CONDITION

Crop

Baisakhi ( 1958-59 )

Jethui ( 1959 )

No. of
plants

Brood used Total .vield Ratio of brood
to yield

Scraped
lac Lac Scraped

sticks lac

Lac Scraped
sticks lac

1 '81 0.45 8.85
2'27 r.25 rt.3+

Lac
sticks

8
I2

l.+2
1.93

l:4.87 l:3'1.2
1: 5'00 1: i'55

TABLD XVIII - EM.ERGENCE OF INSECTS F'ROM LAC SAMPLqS, TREATED WITH
INSECTICTDES AND FUMIGANTS. AND UNTREATED C )NTROL _HLAS-BAISAKHI

( 1958-1959 )

Insecticides and fumigation treatment Emergence of insectsLac samples and
quantity caged

Lqc sticks

4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4.5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.
4'5360 kg.

Enetrlies

Predators Parasites

Beneficial
insects

Aldrex 2o/o dlast
Aldrex 5/o dust
Dieldrex 1'5o/o dust
Endrex 1o/o dust
Ekatox 2o/o dust
Aldrex 40% W.P. sptay 0'Io/o
Dieldrex 50o//o W.P. spray 0'1o//o

Ekatox 20% \Y.P. spray 0'1ft
Endrex 20oio E.C. spray 0'1)l
Fumigated with E.D.B.
Fumigated with Trichlorethylene
Control

1,
L

32,
95

6
3

7+
29
19
76

1095

+52
3 85'
809
r+7
+I

+r6
231'40
348

+
87

686

1

1

2
'20
Contd.

4

t
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TABLE XVIII - EMERGENCE OF INSECTS FROM LAC SAMPLES, TREATED WITH
INSECTICIDDS AND F'UMIGANTS. AND UNTREATED CONTROL - PALAS -BAIS AKHL

( 1958- 1959 ) - Contil.

Lac samples and Insecticides and fumigation treatment
quantity ciiged

Emergence of insects

Enemies

1
)

1

2+
1

JJ
1

2
t+

9
8

*

Lac scraped.

1.7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
1'7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
1'7004 kg.
1'7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.
l'7004 kg.
1.7004 kg.

Aldrcx 2]'i dust
Aldrex 5o/o dust
Dieldrex 1.5o/o dust
Endrex 1o7i dust
Ekatox 2o/o d:ust
Aldrex 40% W.P. spray 0'1)'o
Dicldrex 5096 W.P. spray 0'1or(
Ekatox 20% W.P. spraj' 0'170
Endrex 20% E.C. spray 0'1o/o
Fumigated rvith E.D.B.
Fumigated rvith Trichlorethylene
Control

Predators Parasites

4r3
251
60+
tl6

15
89
22

9

f,

377 383

Beneficial
insects

TABLE XIX-LABORATORY BREEDING OF' APANTELES FAKHRULIHAJIAE
Month

December 1959

January 1960
February 1960
IVIarch 1960

Period of developrnent
in days

26
l8
t7
16

o/o of females bred

42'0
40,6
35.+
19'1

TABLE XX - CROP DATA OF'THD BIOLOGICAL CONTROL EXPERIMENT
Treatments No.

( Release of trees
of parasites )

A- A. tachardiae
B*- B. greeni
Cx-BothA&B

above
B - Control

( no release )

A - A. tachardiae
B*- B. greeni
C*-BothA&B
D - Control

( no release )

Yield Ratio
of brood
to yield

kg.

7'93
7.14
7.+5

8'12

5.96
+.66
5.14
5.74

Yield Ratio
of brood
to yield

kg.

Lac sticks Scraped lac
4

30
30
30

30

Brood
used

kg.

Brood
used

Es

32.90
28.50
26.70

31 .80

66.04
57.43
50.98
7r,87

Jethwi crop 1959

86.60 687.30 1

81.80 584.40 1

81.10 604.90 1

92'70 752.80 1

157'23 734.1,7 1

136.13 700.30 1

137.87 792'09 1:

266'03
238'20
216.02

303.30

33r.99
238.3s
222.54
270.98

8.08
8.35
8.09

9.50

5.02
4'15

t:4.36
I:3'77

Agiani crop 1959-60

t6+.59 981.36 t:30
30
30
30

*Only A, tachaydiae was released and B, greeni could not be released,

+l



TABLE XXI - CROP DATA I.OR JETHWI 1959

No.. of trees
Kind

of brood
Lac sticks Scraped lac

Total Ratio Brood Total Ratio
yield of used yield of

brood brood
to to

yield yield

kg.kg

(i) B. serrata

do
(ii) B. latifolia

do

Kwsum general

(iri) F. infectoria
do

Kwsum general
(iv) Palas
(v) Ber

Rusuw general

t6
1

+

I
1

1

1

10

6

4

*:

Brood
used

kg.

husum prrchased 20.22
husunt x B. seryata 4.05
husum prrchased 11.88
husum x sissoo 3.37
husum x sissoo 3.37
husum prrchased 3'37
husum x pahur 5.34
huswn x pahur 5.37
husum prtchased 3'65

husum x ber 3.31

husum x bev 3.37

36.94 t:1.82 5.01

0.22 7:2.02 1.86
0.80 1: 0.06 3.96
9.14 l: 2.71 1 .86

3'80 7:7.12 1'86

1: 0.00 1.10
O.22 1: 0.04 2'31
7.77 1:1.44 2.34

1: 0'00 l'21
1 : 0.00 0.65

O'22 1: 0.06 1.32

kg.

8.82 7:7-76
2.05 1 : 1.10
O.25 1: 0.06

4.54 1:2'44
1.71 1 : 0.96
nil 1: 0.00

0'05 1: 0'02
3'09 1:1.32
nil 1: 0'00
nil 1: 0.00

0.05 1: 0.03

TABLE XXII - CROP DATA FOR AGIIENT 1959-60

Host

(i) B. serralo
do

do

Kusum
(1i) D. tatifuli.a

do
do

(iii) F. infectoria
do

(iv) Palas
(v) Ber

Kind
of brood

Kusum brood
K.x B- servata

K.x B. selratax
B. serral.a

K.x B. seryata

Kwsum
Il.x sdssoo x sissoo

Rusutn x si,s soo x husurn

Kusurn
K.x Pahuy xK.
Kusum
Kusutn

No.
of trees

Lac sticks

Brood Total Ratio Brood
used yield of used

brood
ito
yield

Scraped lac

aB.

29.94

12.68

3.88

22.28

30.97

7.20

2.40

70.97

s.94
22.28

7.14

kg

70.68 l: 2.36 11 .81

23.42 1: 1.84 2.73

4'34 1: 1.11 0'91

55.37 l:2.48 5'09
57.94 7:1.87 9.53
5.72 7: 0.71 2.71

0.80 1: 0.33 0'88
27.37 l:2.49 3.75

9.77 l:7'63 2'28
66.11 7:2.96 9.13
10.54 l: 1.47 l.3l

Total Ratio
yield of

brood
to

Yield

kg.

19.89 1 : 1.59

7.02 1: 1.40

7'73 l:7'24

t3'31 l: 2'61
26.48 l:2.77
2'51 l: O.92

0.40 1: 0.45
11.02 l:2.93
4.71 1: 1€0

21.07 l:2.32
l'77 l: l'32

kg.

t3
3

I

f

8

I
1

J

1

9

9

+2



TABLE XXIII_RESPONSE TO PRUNING

ShootsTreatment Time of
prumDg

A Dec. 1958

B Feb. 1959

C May 1958

April 1958

May 1958

Average No. Mean length of
per tree shoots in

rncnes

Ratio of brood
to yield

( lac on sticks )

Katki crop 1959

Primaries
Secondaries
Primaries
Secondaries
Primaries
Secondaries

Baisakhi ctop

Primaries
Secondaries
Primaries
Secondaries

25
t87
32

226
+5

327

1958-59

2l
109

18
172

33.30
13.50
3 3.80
14.60
+7.00
12.15

28.20
t2'15
40.00
12.53

2'+9

t.t2

1

I

1

1

I

0.05

0.07

0'05a

*

A

B

APPENDIX B

( Tables : Chemistry Division)

TABLE T-RAPID METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF'HOT ALCOHOL IN.
SoLUBLES ( TMPURTTTES ) rN LAC-COMPARATTVE RESULTS OF RAprD METHOD AND

CURRENT METHOD ( METHOD 'A' OF' UNTTED STATES SHELLAC
TMPORTERS' ASSOCTATTON )

sl.
No.

Result by
rapid method

( average of two )

4.+70
3'400
r.470
4'080
2.626
4.+ro
0.638
1.560
4.3r0
r.+76
0-1.+7
2.7+4
3.850
4.210
4.380
+.2r0
4.0++

Result by
method 'A'

( average of two )

4.500
3.3 60
r.460
3.990
2.6++
+.390
0'63+
1.590
4.270
t'+60
0.135
2.626
3'650
+.0+0
+.330
4-280
4.084

Difference

+0.030
-0.040
-0.010
-0.090
+0.018
-0.020
-0.004
+0.030
-0.040
-0.016
-0.012
-0'118
-0.200
-0.170
-0.050
+0.070
+0.040

1

2
J
+
5

6
,7

8
9

10
1l
1,2

t3
t+
15
16
t7

+3



TABLE I-RAPID METHOD F'OR THE DETERMINATION OF HOT ALCOHOL IN.
SoLUBLES ( IMPURITIES ) IN LAC-COMPARATM RESULTS OF RAPID METHOD AND

oURRENT METHOD ( MDTHOD .A' OF UNITED STATES SHELLAC
IMPORTERS' ASSOCIATION ) - Contd.

ql

No.
Result by

rapid method
( average of two )

4.+02
2.010
+'460
4.180' +.390
6.930
3.330
1.840
4.920
+.070
2.830
3.150
7.230
2.890
2.780
1.051
7.8+5
2.120
+.120

2+'500
s.370
2.040
+.720
1.800
2.870
6.570
5.410
1.670

12.300
1.190
5.270
4.305
6.+30
5.188
0.403
s.046
0.250

Result by
method'A'

( average of two )

Difterence

18
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3l
32
JJ
3+
35
36
37
38
39
40
+t
+2
+3
++
+5
+6
+7
48
49
50
51
52
5J
5+

+.450
1.920
+'t20
3.886
+.360
7.070
3.370
1.684
4'990
3.970
2.860
3.130
7'160
2.890
2.850
1.053
7.790
2.110
4.000

2+.570
s.300
2.140
4.760
1.660
2.816
6.420
s.300
1.600

12-560
1.180
5.060
+.328
6'420
5.16+
0.400
5.216
0'252

+0.048
-0.090
-0.340_0.29+

-0.030
+0.140
+0.040
_0.156
+0.070
_0.100
+0.030
_0.020
_0.070

nil' +0'070
+0'002
-0'005
-0.010:0.120
+0.070
-0.070
+0.100
+0'040
-0.140
-0.054
-0'150
-0.110r -0'070
+0'260
-0'010
-0.210
-0.023
-0'010
-0'02+_0.003
+0.170

++



TABLE II_COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF IMPROVED METHODS OF SEEDLAC WASHING

Partial size Experi-18 kg.
( 20 srs.)
of beuli

washed with

100 gm.
borax
+20 Sm.

Caustic
soda

Soda
58 gm.

Ammonium
oxalate
30 gm.

Ammonium
oxalate
30 gm.

of bewli ment
Properties of seedlac obtained

Im- Bleach index

Reduction of
bleach index
by improvedYield of

seedlac
( per cent
on beuli )

purities r- rvashing over
per cent the conventional

soda washing

5 c,c,

II

8-10 mesh I
2
3

+
5

8-10 mesh 1
t
3
+
5

8-10 mesh 1

2
aJ
+
5

t4-16 mesh I
2
3

+
J

60.63 3.75
60.95 3.27
60.95 +.97
6r.2s 4.28
60.63 3.86

60.37 3.3+
60.39 3'39
60.40 4.7s
60.37 3.96
60.37 4.15

61.25 4'01
6t.2s +.21
61'35 +.7+
6t'37 +.27
6r.2s

61.25 5.30+
60.95 5.35
61.10 6.76
60.63 +.5+
60.95

5 c,c.

Hardly any

_change

*Higher values because it is very difficult to remove pathi and wolatnma satisfactorily.

Sample
No.

BLP 8

BLP 9

BLP 10

BLP 11

BLP 13

BLP 12

BLP 15 (a)

TABLE III - KEEPING QUALITIES OF' BLEACHED LAC ON DIFFDRENT
TREATMENTS

Mode of treatment Flow

Does not flow
5 inches

do

Life
at 150'C.

mln.

Filtration rate

Filtration slow
after 10 months

Filtration slow
after 10 months

Filtration slow
after 8 months

Filtration slow
after 8 months

Filtration slow
after 10 months

Filtration slow -

after 10 months
Filtration slow
after 10 months

Bleached in daylight 10

Bleached in the dark 11

Sodium carbonate used for 11
extraction 1o/o

Sodium carbonate used for 11
extraction 8.5o/o

Sodium carbonate used for 12
extraction 10o/o

Sodium carbonate used for 13
extraction 15o/o

Precipitated with 60 per cent
of required acid ( HrSOn)

do

do

do

do

do

+5



TABLD III-KEEPING QUAIITIES OF BLEACHDD LAG ON
TREATMENTS - Contd..

Mode of treament

(b) Precipitated with 40 per cent
of required (HrSO4)

Life Flow
at 15cC.

min.

Does not flow
5 inches

do

do

8 min. 15 sec.

19 10min.10 sec.

DIFF'ERENT

Filtration rate

Filtration good
even after 15
months

Filtration slow
after 9 months

Filtration slow
after 9 months

Filtration slow
after 1 year

Filtration slow
after 9 months

Sarnple blocked
. on standing
Filtration slow
after 6 months

Filtration slow
after 9 months

Sample
No.

BLP 16

BLP 17

BLP 18

BLP 19

BLP 20

BLP 21

BLP 22

BLP 23

Bleached lac allowed to stand
in 0.1o/o NaHCO., solution
overnight, washed and dried

Bleached lac allowed to stand
in 0'3o/o NaHCOr, solution
overnight, washed and dried

Bleached lac allowed to stand
in 0'5o/o NaHCOr, solution
overnight, washed and dried

Control, no treatment

After bleaching was complete,
added 5 gm. NaOH to the
1,000c.c. of bleached solution
( containing 10o/o). Allowed
to stand for I hour at room
temperature, precipitated,
washed and dried

After bleaching was complete, -
added 2 gm. NaOH to the
bleached solution containing
10o/o solution of 100 gm.
seedlac in 10 Cm. soda.
Heated gently ( 70"C.) for
4' hour. Cooled, precipi-
tated, washed and dried

After bleaching was complete,
heated genfly ( 70'C.) for $
hour. Cooled, precipitated,
washed and dried

Control, no treatment

do

do

12

L2

t3

11

2+

13

11

Does not flow
5 inches

do

Filtration slow
after 1 vear

Filtration slow
after 10 months

TABLE IV_PERCENTAGE OF'DIF'FERENT FRACTIONS AND THEIR
CHEMICAL CONSTANTS OBTAINED F'ROM REf,'INED BLEACHED LAC

Fraction Temp. of
separation

'c.

Refined bleached lac
Fraction I 30
Fraction II 5
Fraction III 10
Fraction IV Retained in

solution

Acid
value

68.73
53.95
60.98
65.77

100.00

Yield
o/
/o

n
27

8
31

Sap. value Sap. value Chlorine
( apparent ) corrected %

( corrected
for ehlorine )

2s6.80 238.89 r.r+
236.20 2t9.73 1.05
2+8.00 2s3.44 0.92
253-90 239.62 0.91
268.60 2+5.6+ 7.+6
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TABLE v-FRACTTONATTON oF DEWAXED DECoLoR.tzDD LAc (r00 grh.) FROM A
SOLUTION IN DRY ACETONE ( 1,000 c.c.)

Fraction Temp. of
separation.c.

30
\

_10
Retained in solu-
tion at -10'C.

Percentage on lVlelting point
the weight 'C.
of total lac

s.v.

105 57.0 2r9
85 59.6 226
72 68.3 248

Soft 103.0

A.V.

36
26

8
30

1

2
J
+

TABLE VI - FRACTIONATION OF FRESH PALAS SEEDLAC F'ROM
10 TO I2.5 PER CENT SOLUTION IN DRY ACETONE

No.

I
2

+

Acid
value

53i6
57.3
57.8
63.6
93.+

200.+
214.6
215.7
2ts'6
2I+.1

267.9
270'0
272.1
275.9
217.6

Temp. of Yield
separation ( Yo on lac resin )oc,

30 20
16 2+
59

-10 10
Retained in solu- 32
tion at -10'C.

Saponifrcation Hydroxyl
value value

TABLE VIT-PROPERTIES OF' SHELLAC. UREA COMPLEXES AND UREA-FREE PRODUCTS

Products 
Yaf.

Complex I Does not melt up to 200
Complex II 185 with decomp.
Complex III 85
Whole complex
Complex I, urea-free 118-119
Complex II, urea-free 96-96
Complex III, urea-free Soft
Whole complex, urea-free 79-80
Original shellac 78-79

Acid
value

58-60
65.50

101.20
70.10
60.s0
64.+0

r09.40
78.00

,7+.20

Carbonyl
value

. Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

17.2
28.+
20.8
17.5
18.6

1.33
1.67
1.52
1.48
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

0'08

Urea
o/
/o

2.8
J'J
?.J
3.1

Nitrogen
%

+7





APPENDIX C

Method for the Determination of Seedlac Yield from Sticklac

100 gm. of a representative sample of the sticklac is taken and sieved through a B.S.
40-mesh sieve, and the dust passing through is weighed (A). The residue is now ground
and passed through the 4O-mesh sieve. The portion that is not easily ground and consists
mainly of woody matter, etc., is weighed (B).

The portion which has been ground and passed through is properly mixed by rolling
20 times on a sheet of paper. 10 gm. of this is accurately weighed and transfered into a
glass stoppered conical flask containing 100 c.c. of neutral alcohol. After shaking a minute
it is warmed in a water bath maintained at 45'+ 1'C. for 5 minutes, and then with occa-

. sional shaking at intervals of 5 minutes for another 40 minutes. After this, the flask is
allowed to stand at room temperature for 10 minutes whereby the insoluble materials
settle to the bottom. In some cases some lighter particles may also float on to the surface.
5 c.c. of the clear solution is then pipetted out into a beaker containing 50 c.c. of neutral
alcohol and the diluted solution titrated against i{/10 alcoholic potassium hydroxide
solution using thymol blue as external indicator.

The yield of seedlac obtainable from the sticklac examined is calculated from the
following formula:

P : [ 100-(A+B )] |Vx0.1318l
where P: percentage of seedlac available from the sample of.sticklac,

A, the weight of dust,
B, the weight of woody and other matter and
V, the volume in c.c. of the alcohol potash requlred to neutralize the diluted solu-

tion.
To convert this percentage into seers per maund, multiply by 0.4.

APPENDIX D

Rapid Method for the Determination of
' Impurities' ( Matter Insoluble in Hot ,{.lcohol ) in Lac

Apparatus:

1. Beaker without spout 600 c.c.
2. Wire gauze funnel to fit lightly in the above.
3. Whatman folded fllter paper No. 13, 15 cm. or equivalent.
4. Glass stoppered weighing bottles 90 + 1 mm. in height and 40 f I mm.

meter.
5. A hot extraction apparatus (The one used for method A of u.S.s.I.A.

deterrnination can be used ).

Proceilure:

papers after A and B in an oven at 105.C. for twentv
two weighin to cool in a desiccator and weigh by countei_
the conical ed at the mouth of the bea[er 6ontaining

in dia-

for this
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about 50 c.c. of alcohol. Weigh accurately about 5 gm. of the sample and transfer to the
cold alcohol from a wash bottle. After
raise the alcohol to gentle boiling. Dis-

paper with a fine stream of hot alcohol,
Allow the vapours of the boiling alcohol

Iter paper as possible. The operation on
the hot plate takes about 20 minutes.

fold
:ad.
ina
and

allow the fi.lter papers to dry on a 15 cm. rvatch glass in the air for a few minutes and then
for one hour it-105'C. Cool for 20 minutes in a desiccator, before weighing them
again in their respective weighing bottles.

Calculations:

Hot alcohol insolubles per cent : S x 100

where w : increase in the difierences in weight between the weighing bottles by the deter-
mination, and W : weight of lac.

APPENDIX E

Recovery and Reftnin$ of Lac DYe.

RBcovrnn

e first three washings from 35 kg. ( 1 md.) of
ken in a washing vat and concentrated sul-
tinuous stirring with a wooden rod till preci-
e solution indicates the completion of preci-
to stand for 30 min., rvhen the dye settles

ing stickla itate floats
face due to the presence of carbon dioxide gas, but stirring it
The coloured supernatant liquid is removed without di settled pre
bottom layer is then filtered through cloth. For complete draining of water the cloth with
the precipitate is hung on poles. 

-The precipitate is then spread on a cemented floor in
the sun for drying, and powdered.

In factories not provided with washing vats, cement lined cisterns { capacity, 15,000
litres; height, 1 m.) can be used. To drain out the supernatant liq,uid and the.-settled
mass, the cistern should be provided with two openings, one 7'5 cm. above the inside floor
level, and the other flush with the bottom.

Big Jactories - In big factories, washing of seedlac is usually done in barrels ( capacit-y
800 kg.) and the rate of flow of effiuent is 70-90 cu. ft. per min. The eff.uent from the barrels
is allowed to pass through a succession of cisterns, the overflow being from the top of one
cistern to the bottom of the next so that the suspended particles of lac get enough time
to settle dollrr. The efluent from the last cistern is taken into another cistern 1 m. deep
and of such a size that it gets fi-lled to the overflowing level in 30 min.
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A sample of the effiuent is taken from near the inlet and its dye content determined.
The quantity of sulphuric acid required for complete precipitation of the dye is calculated
and added tb the cistern during a period of 25 min. The liquor overflowing from the cis-
tern is allowed to pass into another cistern of equal size where the remaining precipitate
settles down. The efluent from the second cistern is allowed to flow out. The preci-
pitated dye settling at the bottom of the cisterns is allowed to stald for. one hour and then
the supernatant liquid drained out through an opening provided at a height of 7'5 cm.
from bbttom, The precipitate is finally filtered through a fi.lter press, dried in the sun and
powdered.

RBrrwrNc

Crwshing - Crude lac dye as obtained from lac manufacturers will be in the form of
hard cakes. 

- 
These are to be first crushed to 30-40 mesh in a mechanical'disintegrator.

It takes about one hour to crush one maund of crude dye in a 17" C & N disintegrator fitted
with a 7.5 H.P. motor and one attendant. The crushed lac dye is less in weight than the
crude by about 10 per cent due to driage, mechanical losses, etc'

Deuaxing-The crushed crude dye contains 10.to 12 per centwax. Forextracting
this wax, heiane may be used. By hot soxhleting rvith hexane for 30 minutes ( 15 to 20
cycles ) the wax content is reduced to 1'2 per cent. B)' cold soxhleting for two hours the
wax content is reduced to 3'4 per cent. By recirculation of the same solrrent ( 300 c.c.)
thro L5 to 20 times in the .cold, the wax content is reduced
to 4 een noted, that if the wax content is 5 per ient or less
the cessed for further purification. 1,000 gm. of crushed
crude tlye, when packed iightly, occupies'a volume of about 2,000 c.c. In our equipment
we used 12,000 c.c. of solvent for extraction of 2,000 gm. of crude dye. The amount of
hexane retained by the residue from 2,000 gm. of crude dye was about 2,000 c.c. This
should be recoverable in a solvent recovery plant.

Dve extraction-The dewaxe solution.
For 4,000 gm. of dewaxed d]'e 80 of borax
( NarBnOr, 10 HrO ) in 80 litres d out at
room temperature by stirring the less steel

, 10 HzO
of borax is less the quantity re-
y of anhydrous borax (NarBnO, )
x solution, rvooden vats may also

Precifitation and, isolation - After extraction for one hour, 10 c.c. of glacial acetic
acid js added with stirring and then allowed to settle for two hours lvhereby the albumin-
ous matter and other insolubles settle down. The top solution is decanted and acidified
with 1 lb. of commercial sulphuric acid diluted to 50 per cent strength. The precipitated
dye settles within two hours and then the top liquor is decanted out and the bottom sludge
filtered through cloth and dried in a steam heated S.S. pan. The dry material is cooled
and finally powdered to 100-mesh.

The crude dye contains 10 to 15 per cent of lac dye and the material refined as above
65 to 70 per cent.
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APPENDIX F'

Dyeing of Wool and Silk with Refined or Technical-Grade of Lac Dye

The following percentage of the dye on the weight of the material is recommended
for obtaining light, medium and heavy shades on wool and silk:

Shade
Light
Medium
Heavy

Lac dye per cent required on the rveight of the material.
0.0-0.5
0.5-2.0
2.0-6.0

A one per cent solution of the dye is first prepared by dissolving 1 part of dye in 100
parts of water, containing 1 part of borax (commercial ) and filtered through a cloth.

Wool or silk is scoured before dyeing. The vat to be used for dyeing should be made
of any metal other than iron, like stainless steel, enamelled iron, or copper, etc. 50-60
parts of iron-free rvater on the weight of material to be dyed is taken in the dye bath.
Common salt ( 15 per cent on the weight of the material to be dyed ) is added and dis-
solved. The required amount- of dye solution prepared as above, according to the depth
of shade required, is norv added, at room temperature.

The dye bath is then made just acidic to litmus with acetic acid and the material is
dipped in the bath and stirred continuously. The bath is then gradually heated to boil-
ing in 15 minutes and then kept at boiling temperature for one hour. If the concentra-
tion of dye is more than 4 per cent on the weight of material, it is advisable to add the
dye solution in three lots for level dyeing.

For rnordanting-After the dyeing is complete, a solution of any of the following
mordants is added to the residual solution in the same bath rvhich mav or mav not con-
tain very small amounts of the dye.

1. Tin chloride - oxalic acid ( maximum of 4 per cent each on the weight of material )
2. Alum (maximum of 6 per cent on the weight of the material )
3. Ferrous sulphate (maximum of 6 per cent on the weight of the material )
4. Potassium dichromate and Sulphuric acid ( maximum of 4 and 1.0 per cent res-

pectively on the rveight of material )
5. Potassium dichromate and Cream of tartar ( maximum of 4 per cent each on the

weight of the material )

The actual amount of mordant to be used will depend upon the amount of the dye
used and shade required. After adding the mordant the bath is maintained at boiling
temperature for another hour. l\fordanting may be done before the dyeing also.

APPENDIX G

Preparation of Hydrolysed Lac ( Saponified Lac ) from Shellac

I25 gm. of sodium hydroxide is dissolved in 200 c.c. of water, cooled and the total
volume measured. 5 c.c. is pipetted into a 100 c.c. measuring flask and the volume made
up. The remaining solution is taken in a 2-litre flask. 500 gm. of shellac powder is added.
The whole is mixed together and boiled under reflux for five to six hours.

t
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The refluxed material is allowed to cool dorvn over-night and dissolved in about 2
litres of water and filtered into a 4litre beaker, and the wax thus separated. The clear
filtrate is recipitated with the calculated quantity of 10 per cent
lglphuqig ration of the made-up NaOH solution against the acid.
The acidi stand for an hour and the supernatant ftquid decanted.
The sticky mass left behind is washed with hot water, till free from minera-l acid. It is
then transfered to an evaporating basin and heated up to 120"C. rvith constant stirring to
remove moisture. The hot melt is filtered :hrough muslin cloth.

Yield 60-70 per cent.

APPENDIX H

Test Report on the Prevention of Loosening of Bolts and Nuts by Shellac

Sample:
Mark:
Sample sent by:

Reference:

Equipment used:

Shellac varnish.
OlC1, OlCz, OlC3, OIC+, and O/C5.
The Indian Lac Research Institute, P.O.

Bihar.
Indian Lac Research Institute, Letter No.

dated 26t1i May 1959.
AusrBn's Hamm€r Impact Testing Machine.

.. 1, The arrangement of the test is to fit up a tensile test piece having double ended
threads, one end of which is fitted with a nu' and fixed under ilock-nut aid a solid block
threaded up to the top of the nut. The other end of the nut which passes through the cen-
tral hole is tightened rvith the bottom nut and locked with a iock-nut to
prevent I hammer shoulder knocks the collar of the nut impartinR 600
blows per ength of the blows varying from 7 to 40 kg. cm. (0.5 t'o z.l ti. tn.;

?., h tpsljng s, the bottom end of the test piece was dipped in
varnish and the lock-nut was not used, to study the effect ^of the
varnishes in prev of the nut.

The results obtained are as under:

Specimen tested in \ 8' B.S.G.
Hammer machine .,f ( Double ended threads )

Nut fitted to the bolt without application of varnish.

Bolt dipped in varnish and nut tightened after the
varnish had dried up.

Bolt dipped in varnish and nut tightened before the
varnish gets dried up.

Stage No. I -Free nut

Namkum, Ranchi,

LR-[U lAls91363r,

*

Stage No. l:
Stage No. 2:

Stage No. 3:

1. *0'10 x 106 blows
2. *0.16 x 108 blows

+Nut opened out.

3. *0.33 x 106 blows
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APPENDIX J

Tabulated Statement of Pro$ress of Investi$ations

ENTOMOLOGY DIVISION
D.lrp

COMMENCED
PnocnpssIrsu

IIA 
- 

RpspeRcn AND INvES-
TIGATIONS

1. Improving crop pro-
duction on palas by
partial defollattion
(i) Large-scaledefolia- 1948-49
. tion experiments at

Kundri

(ii) Effectofpartialde- 1948-49
foliation of palas
on brood preser-
vation

2. Prelirninary trials 1959
on the evolution of
cultivation practices

3. Economics of utiliz- Before
7nt palas tor the 1953

. Balsahhi and bet for
S Katki ctop only

4. Cornparatlvepreser- 1954-55
vation of broodlac

. on ber by partial
pruning before and
after inoculation

5. tr'inding of, and trial 1945-+6
osr brood preser-

. v€rs on lac hosts for
Baisokhl crop in-
slgding certain.Ficus
anil Albizzla sp. and
also trlals on hosts
sfunilar to those in
Thailand'

Severity of summer ( 1959 ) was res-
ponsible for 90 pet cent mortality of
lac insects. Against a total expen-
diture of 3,636.46 nP., a revenue of
Rs.5,927.62 nP. was obtained.

Conducted on sound statistical lines
fot the 2nd year, ratios of brood
vield to brood used were 1: 0'63 and
i: 0.50 respectively fot the defoliated
and the control grouP. Survival
rates ( from summet heat ) for lac
insects were l3'7 per cent and 2'14
per cent respectively for the de-
foliated and the. control groups.

Five plans of operations were adopted :

no defoliation, allowed self-inocula-
tion in July and complete cropping
in Oct.-Nov. (4) Sane as (3) except
that medium light inoculation lras
adopted. (5) Medium light inocula-
tion following partial defoliation,

and maximum brood from (3).

In th.e BaisahZi season, bar produced
more c than
palas. ber
proved ither
respect.

Brood yields were either very poor or
nil. Pruning treatments, however,
appeared to be slightly more effec-
tive: Statistical analysis was not
possible.

A. lebbeh, A, stipulata, F. glomerata
and F. glabello were tried. Initial
( larval ) good set
lowed by almost co

Reuenrs/Furun.e
WORK

To be continued

To be continued

A combination oI (2) and
(3) is to be evolved

To be continued

To be continued

To be continued
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6. Proper tirne of har-
vestinE for rnaxi-
rnizing yield

7. Deterrnination of the
optimurn density of
larval settlernent

8, Deterrnination of
optirnurn density of
larval settlernent and
proper tirne of har-
vesting for rnad-
rnizing yield on polas
in the Balsahhi
season

9. Growing of lac under
crop and bush con-
ditions
(i) Under crop con-

ditions

(ii) Under bush con-
dition

10. Control of enemies
of lac during storaEe
by use of insecticides

Pnocnsss

1955-56 Experiment was done on palas sttb-
jected to four treatments: (1) heavy
inoculation and ari cutting in April,
(2) Ditto, ari, cttttill.g in May. (3)
Ditto, and cropping at maturity
( June-July ). (4) Light inoculation
after partial defoliation, and crop-
ping at maturity. Ari cruttin'g in
April and May [ (1) and (2) ] gave
much higher yields: this con-firms
previous fndings;

1953 Experiments were conducted with
bot}r palas and husuvn, three treat-
ments being adopted, namely (A)
Half the normal, (B) FuIl normal and
(C) Double the normal requirement
of brood. Statistical analvsis indi-
cated the following: I.ot ialas, (C)
was better than either (A) or (B).
I.or husum, (C) is found to differ
significantly from either (A) or (B),
these two not differing signifca^ntly
between themselves. As in past
years decreased larval mortality and
increased occurrence of males were
found, to go with denser settlement,

1957-58 This is a combination of items 6 and 7.
Times of harvesting and brood rates
were varied together. All the times
of harvest and brood rates differed
signifcantly among themselves.

DerB
COMMENCED

REMARKS/FuTuRE
}\'ORK

To be continued

To be continued -

To be continued

1952-53 Rusum brood on arhar ras tried. To be continued
Initial larval settlement good. But
plants died out during the summer
in spite of irrigation. T}le Aghani
crop was destroyed completely by
predators and parasites.

1952-53 Experiments wit}r Moghania mauo- To be continued
phyllawere continued. Shoots were
found to grow in March and Septem-
ber. Bushes are ready with infect-
able shoots one year after prewious
harvesting. Rangeeni strain fared
well, but Aghani (husmi ) suffered
due to insect attack, and, Jethwi ftonr
initial larval mortality. Kusu*n pto-
geny raised on M - macrophylla corld,
be successfullv used to inoculate
husum, Albizzia lucida carcied. both
Baisahhi, (rangeeni) ard, Jetkwi
(hustni ) crops successfully.

7954 Baisahhi cropwasexperimentedupon To be continued
on the same line as in past year. In-
secticides were efiective particularly
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11. Survey of lac ene-
mies and their para-
sltes

12. Biolopical control of 7942
insect enernies
(") studies l9S9

eloping
tech-

nlques

APPENDIX J (Contd..)

DATE Pnocnnss
COMMENCTD

REMARiKS/FUTURE
WORI'

(c) Large-scale libera-
tion of A. tachar-
d,iae aad B. greeni
in the fields and
estimation of efiect
of liberation

13. Rearlng lac lnsects 7957
through artlficlal'
feedtng

14. Genetlcal studles on 1959
the lac insects
(i) Irradiation studies

on the lac insect

(ii) Cross-breeding of 1959
rangeeni and, husmi
strains

against predators. Ekadox 2 per cent,
Endrex 1 per cent and Aldrex 5 per
cent dust being the most effective.
Two fumigants ( Ethylene dibromide
and trichlorethylene ) proved quite
effective in controlling enemy insects
during storage.

(a) Caging study : Samples of lac sticks To be continued
from'various field areas were
caged: 4 species of insects, prob-
ably new, could be recorded.

(b) Non-insect enemies: Four plots in 4
blocks were under observation:
53.6 per cent of the length of brood
sticks was found damaged due to
birds and rodents.

Kusum sapling, potted, pol,as plants To be continued
and broodlac sticks were exposed to
radiation from Cobalt 60, the dosage
being varied from 100y to 5,00O2.
Doses up to 5@r did not affect the
larvae: io certain cases, 1,166/ com-
pletely killed all the insects. Pro-
geny from irradiated stock has been
used to inoculate plants.

Experiments just started. Crossed To be continued
females on palas are developing
normallv.

Life-history studies of Apanleles To be continued
fohhr*lhajiae were started. Labo-
ratory breeding going on at26-27"C.
and 70-80 per cent R.H.; the para-
sites were made to accept as food
Corcyra cephalonicd.

Technique developed in the past To be continued
hawing failed, attempts are being
made to find out new technique. Of
the various foods offered, honeydew
excreted by la,c insects appeared to
work,

The two parasites To be continued
togetber, were re
selected plots, the
Iaid on statistical lines. No signi-
ficant effect could be observed.

Larvae settled on severed barks and To be continued
fed on sap for aa 3 weeks. Other
substrates did not succeed, in parti-
cular, due to yeast fermentation of
sap. Salicylic acid proired most
effective in checking fermentation.
One fact could be established, namely
that insects can feed independently
of the living plant.

(b) Mass-breeding of
B. greeni and, A.
tacharili,oe

1959
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IIB - Rpcrorer- Frnr.o Rp-
sEARcrr St.lrtors

l. Jhalda (WestBentlal)
(ii) Research

(a) Spurious emer-
gence of larvae

(b) Alternative lac
hosts for the
husrni strain

Detr
COMMENCED

PnoonBss ft.ruenxs/Furune
WORK

2. Madhya Pradesh
(i) Research

(a) Response of
ghont {2. xylo-
pyra) to prtu.r-
rtrg

(b) Trials of re-
gional hosts to
fortify lac culti-
vation ot ghont

(c) Investigation
on preservation
of broodlai

(d) Evolution of
cultivationprac-
tice to be fol-
lowed lot ghont

(e) Comparison of
Pogformance of
trees situated
in oPen tracts
and those in
shaded areas
along tank
bunds

1959 To study the cause of observed To be continued
spurioris ( early ) emergence of lac
larvae, husum trees were inoculated
with (A) pure husum btood,, (B) ber
brood, (C) pplas brood, (D) mixed
(ber ard. husum) brood and (E)
mixed (palas and hasum ) brood.
No spurious emergence occurred in
Aghani 1958-59 season.

In- Aghoni 1959-60 season, larvae
mostly died out in case of mixed in-
oculation. In 4th week of October,
spurious emergence occurred orr all ,

the trees, showing that this was due
to weather factors, and not to mixed
inoculation, Progenyfrom spurious
emergence, used to inoculate hosts,
gave mature crop in April.

1959 In one set of experimetts, Bursea To be continued
setfala, Dalbergia latifolia ( also pal'as
arrd ber ) as well as husum were alter-
nated and in another set husumpro-
geny was tried continuously on new
hosts. Ratio of brood used to vield
in terms of scraped lac varied irom
1: 0'45 ( D. latifolia) to l:2.93 (F.

. infeotoria).

1959 For Kathi ( 1959 ), pruning times To be continued
( trial ) were frst week of December;
2nd week of February, and 2nd week
of Mav in alternate vears. For
Boisahhi ( 1958-59 ), tf,e Pruning
times were 2nd week of April and
3rd week of May. Trees pruned in
April gave better yield ratio.

1959 Ber, palos, airna (Acacia sp.), renjo
( A. leucophlaea ) were tried: pruning
and inoculation were done and hosts
were kept under obsetvation.

1959 Experiments designed on statistical To be continued
basis.' Pruning and inoculation have
been done.

1959 A new experiment with 5fr) trees To be continued
undertaken: only one ctop (Kothil
as a result of self-inoculation in June-
July is to be taken.

Three brood rates, normal, medium
and light, were used lor inoculation.
Bettet Baisahki crop was obtained
from the shaded areas. No de-
pendable conclusion could be drawn
for the Kathi^ ctop.

q
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(ii) Introduction of
new hosts for brood
preservation: Rais-
ing of exotic hosts

3. Mirzapur (U.P.)
(ii) Research

(a) Response of
ghont to prun-
rng

Pnocnpss

1959 Along with A. l,ucid,a atd O. dalbev-
gioides, M. macroph1llq. and Samania
sa,rnan wete ra"rsed in nurseties.

1959 4OO ghont trees divided into 3 coup6s:
coupes I & III with 100 trees each
Ior Baisahhi crop and coup6 II with
200 trees for Kathi crop. For
Baisahhi coupds I & II pruning will
be done in April and May respec-
tively. I.or Kathi coup6, pruning
will be done each year in December
(A), in February (B); in alternate
years in May (C & D).

1959 Division in coup6s has been done.

Maintained. M. mauophylla was
planted. C. saltiana was raised con-
tinuously.

No trainees joined the Division.
Lectures on lac cultivation were
given in Forest Guards Training
School and Forester Training
Schools.

As usual, technical adwice was given,
The Division took part in, as well as
sent exhibits to, several exhibitions.

CHEMTSTRY DIVISION

A method based on determination of
the acid value has been successfully
formulated for the determination of
resin content of, and seedlac yield
from sticklac

The existing ( U.S.S.I.A.) method re-
quires 2-3 days. A new method has
been worked out which reduces
the period of determination to ca
4 hrs., besides not requiring special
thimbles. 54 determinations have
been made by the method and the
results statistically analysed.
The Indian Lac Research Institute
method was tried in different labora-
tories in U.S.A., U.K., France and
India- While results obtained in
different laboratories in India were
concordant, those obtained in labo-
ratories abroad showed wide varia-

REMARKS/FUTURE
w'ORK

Concluded ( Details in
App.c)

Further samples have to
be tested

To be continued

D.e.rp
COMMENCED

l.

(b) Optimum den-
sity of larval
settlement

III. PLANTATIoN AT NAM-
KUM

IV. TRAINING AND ADVI-
sow Senvrcos
(1) Training

(2) Advisory Service
(3) Exhibitions

Grading and Analysis
1.1 Assay of sticklac for 1958-59

resin content

1.2 Determination of im- 1959-60
purities or hot alcohol
insoluble matter in lac

1.3 Bleach Index/Bleach- 1957
ability of lac ( Round
robin test )
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Refining and rnanufac-
ture
2.1 Improved method o{ 1959-60

lac washing

2.2 Bleaching of lac 1953157
2.2.1 Improving keeping 1958-59

quality of bleached
Iac

2.2.2 LiIe and flow

2.2.3 Pllot plant for lac
bleaching

t9s7

2.2.4 Mech.arism of bleach- 1959
mg

2.2.5 Fractionation of 1959
bleached lac

APPENDIX J (Contd.)

DerB Procnrss
COMMENCED

Rnnenrs/Furunn
WORK

To be continued

To be continued

To be continued

To'be continued

Chlorine-free bleached
lac would have better
keeping qualities and
investigations towards
the end will continue

Completed

tions. The discrepancies were attri-
buted to ai,sual colorr determination
( in a Dubosq colorimeter ), hence a
photoelectric colorimeter is being
tried.

Lac was washed using (i) soda ( the
usual process ), (ii) caustic soda and
borax ( a new Institute process ) and
(iii) ammonium oxalate ( Shellac
Export Promotion Council method );
while yield is practically the same,
(ii) & (iii) reduce the bleach index by
ca 5 c,c, more than the soda process.
However, whereas (ii) does not give
consistent results, (iii) does.

Conducting bleaching at 15' and 8'
was"a very slow process ( 43 hrs. and
109| hrs. respectively), besides
effecting little or no saving in bleach
liquor as compared with bleaching
at 25"C.

The usually poor life and florv of
bleached lac could not be appreciably
improved by changing conditions of
preparation, e.g. using varied
amounts of soda for the extraction of
the seedlac, portion-wise precipita-
tion of bleached lac, use of antichlors
(washing soda or caustic soda),
bleaching in absenceof light, etc., etc.

Some of the units oi ihe plant were
received and the centrifuge and the
dryer were givbn trials. Their ope-
ration conditions are being standar-
dized.

Contrary to the-view held in certain
quarters, it was found that bleaching
of lac is not related to chlorine in-
take by the resin, bleaching and
chlorination being two independent
reactions; chlorination appears to be
an unavoidable side reaction only.

Bleached lac was fractionated using
low temperature technique with ace-
tone as solvent. All the fractions
contained chlorine, and were present
in much the same proportions as in
the case of dewaxed decolorized lac.

2.3 Recovery oI by-pro-
duct

2.3.L Lac dye 7957 Theprocesswasimproved: Soxhleting To be continued
with white spirit instead of hot ex-
traction in ai open pan meant saving
in white spirit. Replacing white
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2.3.2 Dyeing with lac
dye

F'undarnental Researches
3.1 Constitution studies
3.1.1 Isolation of shellolic

acid

3.1.2 Aldehydic acid

3.1.3. Fractionation of
aleuritic acid

3.1.4. Butolic acid

3.1.5. Fractionation of lac
resln

3.1.5.1. Fractionation of
polas seedlac

3.1.6. Paper chromato- 1957
graphy of seedlac

3.1.7. Fractionation of lac- 1957
urea complexes_from

, acetone

APPENDIX J (Contd..)
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1959

I 959

Renenxs/Furune
'wORK

Suspended

To be continued

spirit by a-hexane yielded still better
results.

The process of dyeing wool and silk
with our technical grade was stao-
datdized,. The dye also proved suit-
able for dyeing jute.

The process for obtaining shellolic acid
from dimethyl shellolate was stan-

s of shel-
.p.2O4"-
).

Some progress was made.in obtaining
the acid in a purer form than before.
The product, however, cannot yet be
obtained in a crystalline form.

Aleuritic acid could be fractionated
into two fractions. These on oxidiz-

-and pimelic acids: the original frac-
tions were therefore geometrical
isomers,

Butolic acid was first obtained from
hydrolysis products of lac. It has

uthydrolvsis
of i 30 per
of lac with

excess of petroJeum ether: the new
method of isolation has shown that a
major portion of butolic acid is
present in lac in the free state.

The technique of temp. phase separa-
tion was applied to lac resin, the

Four
easing

and

obtained. Paper 
"rrro-.tog.$Tf,shows the first three fractions to

be alike, but the 4th one is different.
Similar experiments as in 3.1.5 were
done with much the same results.
\Ising an additional intermediate
temperature a total of five fractions
was obtained.

of various hydro-
( husmi., rungieni)
spots in each case,

showing tley were all similarly
constituted.

Three solid complexes with urea for Suspended
boiliog acetone solution were obtain-
ed, of which I, on standing, under-

do

do

do

do
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3.2 Physico-chemical
studies

3.2.1 Changes in the car- 1957
bonyl value of lac
during saponification

APPENDIX J (Contd,.)

DerB Pnocness
CO}'MENCED

RBuenrs,fFutuno
\I/ORK

4. Uses of lac
4.1 Aqueous lac varnishes 1952

4.2 Shellac wash primer 1957
( single-pack )

3.2.2 hfua-red spectra of 1959
lac

3.2.3 Changes of carbonyl 1959
value during thermal
polyrnerization

went gradual pol5rmerization: the
other two remained unchanged ( on
standing ).

Kamath and Mainkar's finding that To be continued
during saponification, the carbonyl
value of lac first gradually increases
and then slowly decreases could be
verified. The nature of progressive
change suggests that the carbonyl
occurs in lac partly free and partly
in a cornbined state.

Completeinfra-red spectraof dewaxed
shellac, dewaxed decolorized lac and
dewaxed bleached lac were recorded
over the range 2.5 to 15p. The
spectra were alike. Absorption
bands are assigned to secondary-
OH, methyl, methylene, carbonyl,
carboxyl, chains of more than 4
methylene groups, and substituted
aromatic rings, Cl could not be
detectdd in bleached lac, presumably
due to its weak absorption.

Carbonyl value on heat- or age-poly- To be continued
merization gradually changes to oil.
Preliminary experiments suggest
that the method of determination
requires closer study.

Viscosities were determined of alco- To be continued
holic solutions of lac heated for dif-
ferent periods. Polymerization was
found to be progressive, and occur-
ring at a very much increased rate as
the sample approaches the fully
'cured' or rubbery stage.

Ammonia-exposed (watet-soluble) Completed
lac stored in alkathene bags has re-
tained water solubility for 1{ years
so far but samples kept exposed in an
open vessel started becoming in-
soluble within a month.

A commercial two-pack primer and To be continued
the Institute's single-pack wash
primer were tried respectively on two
sarnples of an aluininium coach of
S.E.Ry. Paints flaked off both the
surfaces after a month,

The primer was stored in glass, bright To be continued
plate (tin) containers and tios slush-
ed inside with a catalysqd cold cured
epoxy resin. No delerioration was
noted in any of these after three
months.

3.3 Kinetics of thermal
polymerization of lac

4.2.1 Storage of wash
prrmer

1959

1957
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4.2.2Accelerating hard
drying time of the
wash primer

4.2.3 Shellac wash primer: 1959
two-pack system

4.3 Modification of shellac 1959
esters with polycar-
boxylic acids

4.4 Storageoffrenchpolish 1959
in metal containers

4.5.1 Hydrolysed lac 1959
( water-insoluble )

4.5.2 Water.soluble hydro- 1959
lysed lac

5. Ad hoc Investipations
5.1 Shellaccompositionfor 1959

prevention of lss5sning
of bolts and nuts

5.2 Shellac for use in hy- 1959
draulic bed models

5.3 No-rub polishes 1959

6. Publicity and pro-
paganda

APPENDIx J (Contd,.)
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To be continued

To be continued

To be continued

To be continued

To be continued

Maximum hardness was attained after
48 hours' air-drying: attempts to
reduce the period to 24 hours by in-
creasing the phosphoric acid content
did not succeed.

A two-pack system based on zinc
tetroxy chromate did not give con-
sistent results.

Butyl ester of lac was treated with
phthalic anhydride at 188"+5"C. iD
presenc.e of xylene and in a stream of

- COr: the A.V. came down from 109.6
to38'10. Theproductwassolublein
toluene and benzene, but insoluble in
alcohol.

Addition of inhibitors, or reduction of
acidity of the varnish did not im-
prove the keeping quality. Con-
tainers with their inside slushed
with a catalysed cold curing epoxy
resin proved satisfactory, no de-
terioration after eight months'
storage having been observed.

In wiew of its possible use as a plasti-
cizer, preparation of the water-
insoluble portion of the resinous mix-
ture obtained by the hydrolysis of lac
was standa,rdized.

Properties were studied.

A few shellac-based compositions pre-
pared according to suggestions of the
Ministry of Commerce & Industry
were prepared and tested and condi-
tions for successful working deter-
mined.

After some preliminary trials, buttog-
lac and hiri nixed, with barytes for
adjustment of sp. gr. with addition oI
a stearate as water-repellent and
urea as accelerator, and crushed to
appropriate particlb size were sup-
plied to the Central Water and Power
Commission Research Station, Poona
for tests.

Some published formulations based on
dewaxed lac and carnauba wax u'ere
tried: the films had poor water-
resistance. Replacing shellac by
water-soluble lac ( ammoniated lac )
and carrying out other modifications
gave films with good water-resis-
tance, but poor gloss.

(1) Lac dye for dyeing wool add silk
has evoked considerable interest
in many quarters,

Completed

Reports received sub-
sequently show that the
composition has shown
promise and enquiry
has been received for
possibilities oI a bulk
supply.

To be continued

,
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7. Regional Analytical
laboratories
7.1 At Gondia

7.2 At J}ralda

8. Cornpilatton of lltera-
ture

9. Production Unit

DerB
COMMENCED

PnocnBss

(2) Dry goqditg ( pholg ) tissue
paper is in commercial produc-
tion, and possibility of restricting
imports is being considered.

(3) Bleached lac, being made in the
- Production Unit, is slowly gaining
. in popularity. Private firms in

Calcutta and Delhi also have
started production.

(4) Water-soluble lac is being popu-
larized through the I{hadi &
Village Industries'.Commission,
and Extension Centres.

(5) One firm in Calcutta has under-
taken manufacture and supply of
hydrolysed lac, ( presumably for
use in paper varnishes ).

(6) Furniture Repolishing Publicity
Centre started functioning at
Delhi. One private firm is mar-
keting a handy " Do it yourself "
" all in one " kits, and demand for
ready-made french polish is on the
increase. A batch of demonstra-
tors is also carrying on house-to-
house propaganda cum demonstra-
tion work.

1959 237 samples fior 302 tests were re-
ceived and tested. To make the
rnanufacturers more interested in
analysis, charges for analysis per
sample have been reduced to 0.50 nP.

During the five months it has func-
tioned, it received and analysed 22
samples.

(1) t/sas of lac was-revised and re-
printed.

' (2) Chemi,stry of lac vras finally
edited.

(3) Shellaa Pate*ts Ind,ex revised. and
brought up-to-date and sent to
to the Press for printing.

1959 The Unit is rnaking water-soluble and
bleached lac. as also autoclave shellac

" ofseveralgrades. Totalsalesduring
9 months amounted to Rs. 3,678.39.

Rru-lnrs/Furuno
WORK
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APPENDIX K

List of Publications from the Institute during l9b9-60

1. Fractionation of shellac: Part I-shellac-urea complexes, by S. C. SBr.r Gupre(J. sci. ind.ustr. Res., 18A, No. 5, 1959, pp. 2Zl-2+).'
2. Separation and Identification of Hydroxy Acids in shellac, Part I - Chromatographic

sep_aration_and identification, by S- c. SbN Gupre (J. sci. industr. Res., lEB,\o. 5,
1959, pp. 210-212).

3. I.L.R'I . Bul,letin No. 97 -Lac cultivation in Assam with notes on the :use of Arhar
\c_aiyys cajan) and other species as lac host, by S. KnrsnNASwAMr & D. R. Samre,
(Ind. Forester, Yol. 85, No. 5, 1959, pp. 294-300).

4. I.L.R'L Bul,l,etin {o.^9Q_-4 simple method of hygienic disposal of lac factory wasres,
by T. Buowurr< & A. K. GnosB.

5. Annual Report of the Indian Lac Research Institute, 1957-58.
6. Uses of lac, by H. K. SBr.r & S. R. Rexcer.reruAu - revised edition, by Y. SeNxene-

llaneveueu, 1959.

7. QarbolVf value of she_!a", !.y S. C. SBN Gupre & S. K. MnNr Tnrpernr (/. sci. ind.wstr.
Ras., Vol. 188, No. 12, 1959, pp. 535-537 ).

8. Moghania macrophylla ( willd ) O. ktze (Syn. Ftemingia congesta Roxb. Var Setnia|ata
Bak') as_a n_ew_lac host for Bpwing thLe Kismi strain"of the Iac insect, by S. KnrsHue-
swAMr, B. K. PunrAyASrHA&N. s. cneuHeu (current science, vol. 2sl No. 10, 1959,
pp. 419-420).

9. Shellac-dim-ethylol urea moulding compositions, by p. K. Gnosu & S. C. Sou Gupre
(J. sci. indwstr. Res., l8A, 1959, 318 ).

10. Sepalrtion and Identification of dicarboxylic acid by paper chromatography, by S. C.
SBN Gupre, Proc. Ind,ian Sci. Congr. Asioc., part iII, fS0O, tS:.

11. Water-soluble lac and its.use in aqueous varnishes for earthenware, by V. S. Reo &
Y. SenxeneNARAyANAN (Communicated for publication ).

APPENDIX L

statlstlcs of Sticklac Productlon in Tonnes* ( Metric ) during the years
1957-58 to 1959-60

Years

1959-60
19s8-s9
1957-58

Baisahki

24,261
22,392
31,340

Kathi

12,877
9,405
8,660

:26'79 maunds.

Aghani ,

4,815
1,698
1,511

Jethwi

1,306
r,120
1,009

.1 tonne: 1,000 kg.

Total,

+3,259
3+,615
42,s28
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1. Sri Harihar Singh Munda
2. Sri S. K. Banerjee
3. Sri I. Joy
4. Sri Rajeshwari Prasad Singh
5. Sri Jatru Munda
6. Sri Deolal Singh Yadav
7. Sri Mohan Bahadur Chatri
8. Sri Joakim Ekka

Ckemistry Diaision
1. Sri P. K. Ghose
2. Sri R. P. Gupta
3. Sri O. P. Ratra
4. Sri B. I. Nemade
5. Sri Azizur Rahaman
6. Sri P. Kunhunny
7. Sri M. Mukherjee
8. Sri A. K. Sen Gupta
9. Sri Mahadeo Mahato

10. Sri K. P. Chakrabortv
11. Sri P. B. Sen

12. Sri Sibcharan Gope

13. Sri Md. Ghasheet
14. Sri Sukra Oraon
15. Bhandoo Mahto
16. Sri Saroj Kumar Deogharia
17, Sri Chinmoy Sen Gupta

Entomology Diaision
1. Sri U. N. Prasad
2. Sri C. P. Malhotra'
3. Sri K. G. K. Murthy
4. Sri Syed A. H. Naqvi
5. Sri Md. K. Rahaman
6. Sri Md. Shaltil
7. Sri H. D. Sharma
8. Sri N. B. Rai
9. Miss Sati Guha Roy

10. Miss Chitra Chatterjee
11. Sri S. K. Chatterjee

Noamani Research Assistant
Research Assistant
Research Assistant
Research Assistant
Museum Assistant
Lab. Assit.-cum-insect setter
Fieldman

24th September 1959

14th November 1959

14th November 1959

18th November 1959

4th April 1959

4th April 1959

2nd May 1959

22nd April 1959

22nd October 1959

7th April 1959

6th November 1959

5th December 1959

24th September 1959

13th January 1960

14th January 1960

lst March 1960

4th April 1959

7th April 1959

9th April 1959

23rd July 1959

24th JuJy 1959
15th September 1959

28th September 1959

lst November 1959

28th November 
-1959

29th January 1960
22nd October 1959

9th November 1959

14th November 1959

16th November 1959

28th November 1959

27th Jautary 1960
2nd February 1960 -
lst May 1959
2ist May 1959

1st July 1959

APPENDIX M

Appointments, Resignations, etc., during, 1959-60

(a) AruotnrMENrs

Junior Clerk

Junior Clerk

Junior Clerk

Junior Clerk
Plantation Chaukidar
Plantation Chaukidar
Durwan
Chaukidar

Manager, Production Unit
Research Assistant
Exhibition Assistant
Research Assistant

Junior Research Assistant

Junior Research Assistant

Junior Research Assistant

Junior Research Assistant
Peon
Laboratory Attendant
Laboratory Attendant
Peon
Laboratory Attendant
MeIter
( in Leave vacancy )

Laboratory Attendant
Laboratory Attendant

Arboricultural Oftcer
Instructor
Research Assistant
Research Assistant
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12. Miss Aleyamma T. Verghese
13. Sri D. P. Karmakar
14. Sri R. K. Paul
15. Sri A. K. Saha
16. Sri R. C. Misra
17. Sri K. C. Jain
18. Sri H. L. Ravidas
19. Sri M. C. Pandey
20. Sri Baldeo Mirdha
21. Sri Md Sharif
22. Sn Prayag Mahto
23. Sri Yakub Tirkey
24. Sri K. P. Keshri
25. Sri Kamla Prasad
26. Sri Jiwanlal
27. Sn Badri Prasad
28. Sri K. K. Chakrabortv

A d,ministr atia e S ection

1. Sri Md. Sharfuddin
2. Sri Md. Saheb Ali
3. Sri K. B. Thappa
4. Sri K. N. Sinha

Entomolagy Division

1. Sri C. P. Malhotra
2. Sri C. P. Malhotra
3. Sri B. K. Purakayastha
4. Sri N. S. Chauhan

5. Sri G. Lakra

6. Sri B. B. Banerjee
7. Sri Md. Ali Ansari
8. Sri R. S. Maliya

Chemistry Diaision

1. Sri Y. Sankaranaravanan
2. Dr. T. Bhowmik
3. Sri P. K. Ghose
4. Sri S. C. Sen Gupta
5. Sri P. K. Ghose

6. Sri P. K. Choudhurv

Steno-typist
Fieldman
Fieldman
Steno-typist
Research Assistant
Fieldman
Laboratory Assistant

Junior Research Assistant
Chaukidar
Laboratory Attendant
Chaukidar
Laboratory Attendant
Laboratory Assistant
Laboratory Attendant
Durwan
Chaukidar
Laboratorv Assistant

(b) PnouorroNs DURING 1959-60

Store-keeper
Estate Caretaker
Laboratory Supervisor

. Chief Mechanic

Selection Grade
Instructor
Selection Grade
Research Assistant ( Selection

Grade )

Field Plantation and Store
Assistant

Junior Research Assistant
Insect Collector Tender
Fieldman

Organic Chemist
Shellac Utilization Officer
Manager, Production Unit
Factory Officer
Research Assistant ( Selection

Grade )
Senior Clerk

7th July 1959
19th August 1959

28th August 1959

27th October 1959
10th November 1959

10th November 1959

20th November 1959

24th December 1959

lst February 1960
4th April 1959
4th April 1959

4th April 1959
7th April 1959

7th April 1959
7th April 1959
7th April 1959

7th April 1959

lst April 1959
lst April 1959
lst April 1959
1st January 1960

12th May 1959

22nd October 1959
12th May 1959
22rd Jantary 1960

lst April 1959

1lth August 1959
lst April 1959
30th Septeniber 1959

22nd May 1959
20th July 1959

22nd October 1959
13th October 1959
12th May 1959

2nd September 1959
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7.

1. Sri Jagarnath Bhatia

2. Sri Sant Kumar

3. Sri P. C. Ghose

4., Sri M. A. Hassan

5. Sri A. Banerjee

Sri R. K. Paul

Sri S. K. M. ,Tfipathi

8. Sri S. K. Mukherjee

9. Sri R. C. Maurya

10. Sri R. C. Misra

11. Sri S. K. Nlukherjee

12. Sri Mahadeo Mahato

13. Sri Birsa Oraon

14. Sri Dhadoo Mahato

1. Sri G. C. Agarwala

2. Sri Amresh Gupta

3. Sri Joakim Ekka
4, Sri K. N. Prasad

5. Sri N. V. Rao

6. Sri Jwala Prasad

(c) TneNsroRS DURTNG 1959-60

Lac Supervisor under L.E.O.
to I.L.R.I. as Fieldman
( Ento. Sec.)

Fieldman from Damoh to
Namkum ( Ento. Sec.)

Research Assistant as T.A.
, to S.U.O. { Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
from Namkum to Jhalda
( Chem. Sec.)

Exh. Assistant as Junior Re-
search Assistant ( Chem.
Sec.)

Fieldman from Namkum to
Mirzapur ( Ento. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
, from Namkum tb Jhalda

(Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
from Namkum to Gondia
(Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
from Namkum to Mirzapur
( Ento. Sec.)

Research Assistant from Nam-
kum to Mirzapur ( Ento.-
Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
from Gondia to Namkum
( Chem. Sec.)

Peon from Chem. to Admin.
( Admin. Sec.)

Peon from Admin. to Ghem.
( Chem. Sec.)

Laboratorv Attendant as
Peon ( Chem. Sec.)

(d) RnsrcrerroNs DURTNG 1959-60

Research Assistant ( Chem.
Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
(Chem Sec.)

Chaukidar ( Admin. Sec.)' Research Assistant (Chem.
Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Chem.
' Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Ento.
Sec.)

31st August 1959

15th October 1959

20th October 1959

3rd November 1959

8th November 1959

3rd February 1960

10th February 1960

16th February 1960

12th March 1960

12th March 1960

20th March 1960

6th May 1959

6th May 1960

15th September 1959

lst April 1959

9th April 1959

25th April 1959
4th June 1959

30th June 1959

6th July 1959
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7. Sri Mosso Oraon
8. Miss A. T. Varghese
9. Sri A. V. Subharao

10. Sri G. S. Arora

11. Sri A. Mukherjee
12. Sri S. V. Kamath

13. Sri N. Gopal Krishnan

14. Sri B. B. Banerjee

15. Sri R. L. Singh

16. Sri T. S. Krishnan

17. Sri M. A. Hassan

18. Sri A. Banerjee

19. Sri Sukhdeo Mirdha
20. Sri Md. Shakil

21. Sri R. P. Gupta

22. Sri Shivajee Sahu

Melter (Chem. Sec.)
Steno-typist ( Ento. Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Chem.
Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Ento.
Sec.)

Junior Clerk ( Chem. Sec.)
. Research Assistant (Chem.

Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
( Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
( Ento. Sec.)

Artist & Photographer ( Ento.
Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
(Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
( Chem. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
( Chem. Sec.)

Chaukidar ( Ento. Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Ento.
Sec.)

Research Assistant ( Chem.
Sec.)

Junior Clerk (Ento. Sec.)

(d) TnrurrrarroN oF Snnvrces DURTNG 1959-60

Benedict Kachhap

Bhandoo.Mahato

(e)

Dr. S. V. Puntambekar

J. N. Singh

Ram Prasad
K. C. Guha Roy
K. C. Chatterjee

Peon ( or leave vacancy )
( Chem. Sec.)

Laboratory Attendant ( oo
leave vacancy ) ( Chem. Sec.)

RprrnpuBnrs DURTNG 1959-60

Director
Junior Research Assistant
(Ento. Sec.)

Fieldman ( Ento. Sec.)

Chief Mechanic (Admin. Sec.)

Junior Research Assistant
( Ento. Sec.)

Dpern DURTNG 1959-60

Laboratory Attendant (Chem.
Sec.)

3rd August 1959
7th August 1959
15th August 1959

lst September 1959

6th November 1959
23rd November 1959

lst December 1959

21st December 1959

21st December 1959

17th January 1960

23rd January 1960

20th January 1960

lst February 1960
l6th.February 1960

16th February 1960

16th March 1960

14th August 1959

23rd February 1960

29th July 1959
29th June 1959

20th August 1959
1st January 1960
16th February 1960

20th May 1959

1. Sri

2. Sri

1.

2.

3.

+.
f,.

Sri
Sri

Sri
Sri
Sri

(f)

1. Sri K. P. Chakravarty
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